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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
In Our 89th Year

AUnited Press International

Christmas Program
Presented At
Murray High School

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Fellow says.dog can win friends and influence people without ever reading a book.
Two elderly ladies were flying
In a commercial plane, both for
the first time in their lives. The
aircraft touched down in Cleveland and a red truck sped out
1,0 its side to refuel the plane.
*The ship landed next in Memphis and again a red truck sped
up to it.
The first lady looked at her
watch and turned to her corn
panion. "This plane," she said,
"makes wonderful time."
"Yes," agreed the other woman, and that red truck isn't
doing badly either."

The trash can under the counter in the kitchen gets full
quicker than you can say
Rumplestilkin, so we generally
get us a big sack, like groceries come in, and proceed to
empty it. For some reason we
get the idea that this is more
convenient than taking the
whole thing out to the trash
barrel.

CHILDREN'S SHOW AT 1ASU — Three students from this Murray State University
threatm group are shown In a scene from "Torn Sawyer." They are (left to right): Bobby
Dodd, Murray, lunior drama and English major, who plays Inlon Joe; Brad Smith, Owensboro, senior /roma and speech malor, who plays Tom Sawyer; and Jesse Wheat, Bardstown, sophomises drama and special education major, who plays Huckleberry Finn. A special
preview of the children's theatre production for children of the ROTC faculty and staff at
Murray State Is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. today In the little chapel of Wrather Hall. Dramatized by Sara Spencer from this book by Mark Twain, the show will play January 16-16.

Hazel Woman's Club
Accidents Are Has Dinner Meeting Four Wrecks
In City
Investigated
Are Reported
By Sheriff
The Hazel Woman's Club held
its annual Christmas dinner
meeting at the Triangle Inn
last week. Mrs. J. W. Jones,
president, presided.
Mrs. Charles Knott present
ed the devotional part of the
program reading from Luke
2:1-15.
The minutes were read by
the secretary, Mrs. Gerald Ray,
and the treasurer's report was
given by Mrs. Gerald Gallimore
Gifts were exchanged following the dinner.
Others present were Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson, Mrs. Jerry
Thompson, Mrs. Tommy Dan
Story, Mrs. Lowell Key, Mrs.
Danny Outland, Mrs. Edward
Russell, Mrs. Hughes Bennett,
and Mrs. Billy Adams.
The next meeting will be
January 9 at the club room at
Hazel viith Mrs. Jean Willis,
special education teacher, as
the guest speaker.

4 Ali goes well until we come to
the coffee grounds and we find
it is utterly impossible to transfer these to the big sack without dropping some on the floor.
Since they are about dry, if an
end of a carton flips up, it can
scatter coffee grounds over a
wide area, and generally does.

Vol. LXXXIX No. 299

Wire Stolen
From Miller
House Here

Average Up
On Tobacco
Sales Here

A large crowd of interested
and appreciative parents a n d
friends enjoyed "Songs of
Christmas". the annual musical
program presented by the voAn average of $43.02 was recal students of Mrs. Joan Bowin the second sale of
corded
meeting
December
the
ker at
dark air cured tobacco,
35,
Type
ParSchool
9f the Murray High
Market on TuesMurray
the
on
ebt,Teachers' Association Monday, according to 011ie Barnett,
day night.
for the local market.
Mrs. Bowker presented 104 reporter
This is an increase of $2.08
students in this inspiring pro
over the opening day average
gram. The processional, "Angels
$40.94 on Friday.
of
openHigh"
on
We Have Heard
for Tuesday were for
Sales
ed the music. The Junior High
for a total apounds
29,864
Girls' Chorus sang "Carol,
mount of $12,848.78, Barnett
Sweetly Carol," "Sheep Safely
said.
Graze," "Ring Out Sweet Bells,"
The totals for the current
"Travel Song," "Pat-A-Pan,"
season for the two days of sale
Nancy
with
Bells,"
"Silver
is 246,010 pounds for $101,371 Spann, soloist, and "Winter
11. The average for the season
Wonderland."
is $41.21, according to Barnett.
The Mixed Chorus sang
The next sale of air cured
"Guiding Star Carol," "Stars
tobacco will be held on MonLead Us Ever On," soloist Wanon the four
January
da McNabb, "How Far It Is day,
Doran's, Farris,
floors,
Murray
the
of
To Bethlehem," "Sleep
and Planters. The sale
Child Jesus," "Infant Holy," Growers,
for December 20. has
"Ring Christmas Bells," "Carol scheduled
of the Drums," and "The been cancelled.
Christmas Song..'
The Ninth Grade Girls' Trio
sang "Mary Had A Little Baby'
The Senior High Girls' Chou
us concluded the program with
"Now Sing We, Now Rejoice,"
Unto His Holy Name Sing
Praises," "Sing Gloria," with BMI Hugh F. Story
soloist Darryel Paschall, "Mary
2985671
Had A Baby," soloist Donna
Box 76 B, Ship Support
Boyd, "Gloria," and "Ring
U.S. Naval Support
Those Christmas Bells."
Activity (Danang)
Susan Hainsworth and Kathy FPO San Francisco,
Koenen were the narrators Ju- California 96695
dy Adams was the accompanist
The student teacher was Miss
M. Sgt. W. Burkeen
Maribeth Kaegi.
AF 15428611
12th USAF Hospital
12th CSG (PACAF)
APO San Francisco,
California 96326

9,

4 Fellow says he came from a
small town where the main
pastime is getting up. For engoes
everybody
tertainment
down to J C. Penney and watch
them unload trucks. For special excitement they sit around
and change the flint in their
lighters.
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Send Christmas
Card To Service
Men From Calloway

Dr. James David Duncan

Husband Of Local
Girl Wins Degree
James David Duncan receiv•
ed his Doctor of Dental Sur.
gery degree at commencemere
exercises of the University cii
Tennessee Medical Units in
Memphis on Sunday afternoon,
December 15. Duncan is the
son of the late Joseph Martin
Duncan and Mrs. Duncan of
1412 Madison Avenue, Oxford,
Mississippi and is the husband
of the former Letha Young of
Murray.
Duncan received his pre-professional training at the Uni
versity of Mississippi at Oxford.
He was a member of Sigma
Chi social fraternity and Alpha Epsilon honorary fratern.
ity. He attended Ole Miss on a
university scholarship and was
a member of the Campus Senate.
He will enter the armed forces for two years and will be
stationed at Fort Leonard Wood,
January
beginning
Missouri
1969.

The house of Charles Miller
on the Coles Camp Ground
Road, located just off U.S. Highway 641, was broken into last
night and a roll of wire valued
at $300.00 was taken.
Deputy Sheriff Calton Morgan
said that he was called to the
Miller house this morning. The
house has been moved from
U.S. Highway 641, across from
Murray Memorial Gardens, to
give the right of way for the
four laning of the highway,
and the work on the inside of
the house has not been completed as yet.
Morgan said the person or
persons broke the storm door
and cut the electric cables at
the fuse box. No one is now
living in the house.
The deputy sheriff said another house also in the process
of. being relocated next door
was also broken into; however
it is thought the person or persons were frightened away as
the house was evidently not entered. A window in the house
had been taken out for the person or persons to gain entry.
Sunday night the home of
James Dale Miller on U. S.
Highway 641 was entered and
a number of items were stolen
which was reported in Tuesday's issue of the Ledger &
Times

Two Persons
Hospitalized
After Wreck

Four traffic accidents occurred Tuesday on the wet streets
of Murray, according to the reports filed by the Slutray Police Department. Injuries were
reported to one person, Charles
Pfc. Michael C. Todd
E. Simons.
US 53910224
Mr. and Mrs. Chris McCuis- HHSB 1 14th Artillery'
Simons of Sunset Drive, driving a 1966 Plymouth station wa- ton will quietly observe their
198 LIB
gon, was going west on Mali/ 7th wedding annivcrsary o n APO San Francisco.
their
at
22,
December
Sunday,
for
the
Street. and had stopped
Two persons were reported
California 96219
home on Murray Route Five
stop sign at 16th Street.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, pre- to have been injured in a car
Police said Mrs. Maudie A. No special plans have been
sident of the Murray Kiwanis accident this morning at 12:30
Hale, 114 North 12th Street, made for that day.
Club, is acting as advisor for and have been admitted to the
The couple was married Dedriving a 1958 Chevrolet two
the new Circle K International Murray-Calloway County Hosdoor, also going west on Main, cember 22, 1901. She is 85 years
Club formed at Murray State pital.
Those injured were Sybil Barcould not stop in time to avoid of age and he will be 92 on
University.
January 21.
hitting the Simons car.
This is a college branch of row, age 59, of Dover, Tenn.,
They are the parents of fitte
Simons suffered from a whipthe Kiwanis Club. The club has and Elizabeth Elkins, age 50,
of Dover, Tenn. Hospital officlash, police said. Damage to living children: Cecil McCuisseventeen members.
the Simons car was on the right ton of Birmingham, Ala., Mrs.
As its first service project ials said Mrs. Barrow was treatrear fender and rear end, and Bill Warren, Mrs. Orien Mcthe club will present a program ed for lacerations and a posto the Hale car on the right Cuiston, Mrs. Frank McCuiston,
for the residents of West View sible fracture, and Mrs. Elkins
fender and front end and Mrs. Finis Thompson, all
front :
Nursing Home on Thursday at had a fracture.
Hospital officials said Mrs.
of Murray. Mrs. Robbie McCuisThis occurred at 9:23 a.m.
six p.m.
At 10:28 a.m. Joan Hornbach ton is a daughter-in-law.
Officers of the club are Lynn Barrow is in satisfactory condiTwo sons are deceased. They
Blubaum of Kileen, Texas, and
Keeling, president; Bill Pruitt, tion and Mrs. Elkins is in fair
102 North 15th Street, Murray, are Johnnie who died January
first vice; Mark Slaughter, sec- condition today.
Debbie Anderson, age 16, of
driving a 1964 Ford two door, 26, 1961, and Treamon McCuisond vice; Mike McCorkel, treastarted to park on the parking ton who was killed in an scCHIEF PEACE negotiator [(ti- surer; Steve Williams, secre- Murray Route Six was treated
cident October 5, 1962.
the National Liberation , tary; Gregg Maddux, reporter. at the emergency room of the
lot at 15th and Main Streets.
Mr. and Mrs. McCuiston have
Police said she cut short
Front 'Viet Congi of South
Members of the board of hospital yesterday at 3:30 p. m.
striking the 1966 Mustang two seven grandchildren who are
Vietnam in Paris is Tran trustees are Barry Thompson, She had contusions, was x-rayed,
door parked on the lot. The rellis. Jimmie, and Steve Mc- Buu Kiem. 48. shown giving Leon Fowler, Ed Cockier, and and released She was reported injured in a car accident.
Mustang is owned by Gayonn Cuiston, Jean Fielder, Sue reporters a few of his views. John Sharber.
Phillips of 1103 College Court Brandon, Jerry and Kathy
Damage to the Phillips car was Thompson. They also have eight
on the left rear fender and to great grandchildren and one
the Blubaum car on the right great great granddaughter.
Mr. McCuiston has one sisdoor.
Yesterday at 5:38 p.m. Merel ter, Mrs. lla Hamlin, who is
S. Nelson of Portage, Ind., driv- 100 years old.
o-door
ing a 360 Volkswagen twowned by Letitia Nelson, going
as a guarantee of the support ioyal Kentuckians," he would
By L. J. Hortin
north on 13th Street, stopped
Christmas Day 93 years to construct an administration say.
On
for the stop sign at Olive Street,
With Dr. John W. Carr as
ago — December 25. 1875 — a building for the new normal
then pulled out in front of the
the first President, Murray State
was born to Mr. and school.
boy
baby
1963 Chevrolet four door goopened its doors on September
Mrs. J. K. P. Wells of Calloway
ing west on Olive Street, leIt was to be located actually 24, 1923, with a total enrollFuneral services for Mrs. County. Born under a Christvport.
police
cording to the
John B (Eva) Simpson of 1002 mas star, the child was named in his back yard, just a few ment of 178 students and three
The Chevrolet was owised by
Terrace Drive, Murray, were Rainey Thornton Wells, destin- feet from his spacious country members of the faculty. Dr. J.
William W. Smith and driven
held today at three p.m. at the ed later to establish a great home. At this time, Murray was W. Carr, whose birthday likeby Martin W. Smith of Route
of the Max H. Churchill university in his own back yard. a small but thriving city in rur- wise was in December, served
chapel
Five, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
The university Dr Wells built al west Kentucky. The towns- as first President until 1926,
Home with Dr. Samuel
Funeral
At 9:25 p.m. Paul McDonald
as his dream of a "state people and residents of the when Dr. Wells came home to
officiating.
started
Jr.,
Dodson,
R.
of Stockridge, Ga., driving a
Donald
school," while he and county raised the $100,000 and assume the presidency of his
were
normal
Pallbearers
1965 Chevrolet two door, was
Ryan Hughes, Hay- Mrs. Wells were rearing a fam- the Murray State Normal School beloved college. Not only was
Nat
Leitch,
between
parked on West Maple
he instrumental in establishing
Rickman, Charlie Lassiter, ily in what has since been us- was legally established.
5th and South 6th Street den
the college in Murray, but he
home. Dr.
and
President's
the
as
Frankfort,
forced him to commit her to a South
of
ed
Wylie
William
nevyears
Dr. Wells in later
when an unknown car hit his
prison for life, he said.
Robert Hale of Morganfield. In- and Mrs. Wells were married er tired of paying tribute to led the fight for taxes and apcar in the left rear quarter papropriations for all institutions
be in the family December 31, 1896.
will
terment
his associates: "These are fine of higher learning in Kentucky.
nel, according to the police reOnce Friends
Locating the state normal
crypt at the Murray Mausoleum
people, earnest, hard-working, Energetic, resourceful and inMary and Norma, no relation, port.
with the arrangements by the school in Murray was not exThe police said the other car
domitable, Dr. Wells instilled a
were once best friends. They
it
but
"gift",
Max H. Churchill Funeral actly a Christmas
spirit among the students and
used to roam the derelict hous- left the scene of the accident Home,
undoubtedly was the most sigfaculty that made Murray Stato
es and brick-littered lots of without notifying McDonald.
Mrs. Simpson died Monday nificant addition the city and
known in Kentucky as well as
"Rat Alley" hand in hand. Nor- The unknown car hit the Mc- at the Hopkins County Hospital, county ever received.
in the Southland for its vigor
ma, a girl of subnormal intel- Donald car with his bumpet, Madisonville. She is survived
When it became known in
and leadership. He named the
ligence. would watch as Mary according to the police report by her husband, mother.in-law, 1922 that a state normal school
varsity teams the "Thoroughwrenched the necks off pigeons
two brothers, two sisters-in- was to be located in western
breds" and adopted the replica
"for a giggle." and left red
Kentucky and another one in
law, an uncle and aunt.
of the head of Man 0' War for
blotches on the throats of play'
eastern Kentucky, Dr. Wells and
the official insignia of the athmates who were out of her favinterested citizens made their
letes.
or.
plans carefully. Many towns and
Daily convocations — they
Norma, a plump girl with
cities in western Kentucky
called it chapel in those days—
wandering eyes, claimed she
wished
be
to
naturally
quite
David J. Searfos, son of Mr.
were attended in mass by faculwatched while Mary throttled
chosen as the site of the new
G. R. Searfos, 1009
ty and students. Frequently Dr.
Brian Howe, carved her initials and Mrs.
These includinstitution.
state
Department
Fire
Murray
The
assignbeen
Street, has
Wells read a chapter from the
on his stomach with a razor Sharpe
as Paducah, MayFort Campbell after be- was called to the home of L ed such cities
Bible, and his Christmas Chapel
blade, and covered him up with ed to
Henderson,
Princeton,
field,
Street,
11th
South
510
inducted into the Army in D. Flora,
speech was one that left stu•
purple flowers. Neighbors said ing
Owensboro, Clinton and MurTuesday at 5:05 p.m.
draft call.
dents misty-eyed and thought.
Norma worshipped Mary and the December
ray.
ful as they prepared to go to
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
followed her like a pet dog.
At this time Dr. Wells was a
Searfos is a graduate of Mur said
their respective homes.
the fire was caused from distinguished lawyer as well as
After court was adjourned,
attended
High
and
School
ray
"Write your parents and tell
grease on the stove Only smoke tax commissioner in Kentucky.
Norma hugged on either side
for
University
Murray State
them you'll be home for Christreported to the Ile served three terms in the
was
damage
by her beaming parents, bound four years.
at
He was employed
house. The firemen used the Kentucky General Assembly. He ult. RAINEY T. WELLS as he mas," he would say.
ed free down the soot-blacken the Murray
Division of the TapAnd years isle, wnen lie was
ed steps of Newcastle Court pan Company at the time of his ejector to remove the smoke spear-headed a drive to raise looked when he was president
from the house.
$100,000 in loial contributions of Murray State
(Continued on Pope
induction.
(Continued on Page Eight)

Deputy Sheriffs Gene Parker and Calton Morgan investigated four traffic accidents in
Calloway County on Tuesday.
No injuries were reported on
the wreck reports.
At four p.m a school bus and
car collided at the Lynnhurst
Resort Road and Irvin Cobb
Road
We will learn some day to just
The Calloway County School
Lake the whole thing and dump . bus from the Faxon School,
It. At least we think we will driven by Chester Lyle Duncan
learn. It takes a lot of con- of Murray Route Six, had stoppvincing some days.
ed to let a boy off and had
started moving.
Some folks have the knack of
Deputies Parker and Morgan
fixing most anything. Mike said Dean Billy Reed of MayStranak falls in this category field, driving a 1967 Ford ton
truck owned by West Kentucky
There was an old woman who Rural Electric Cooperative Corlike in a shoe. She had so many poration, said that the stop
children till they told her what light was not working on the
•to do. She said "What pill?"
school bus. Reed attempted to
stop, but hit the bus in the
back end, according to t h e
Mrs. Nuel McNutt of 528
sheriff's report.
South 7th Street returned home
The 1955 Dodge 48 passenger Tuesday from the Baptist Mebus was damaged on the back morial
Memphis,
Hospital,
Word has been received of end and the front end of the Tenn.
the death of Miss Susan Belle truck was damaged. Damage to
The Murray woman underMiller, formerly of Puryear, the bus was estimated at went treatment at the hospital.
Tenn., who died in a hospital $250.00 and to the truck at Her husband is a captain with
in Troy, Mich., Saturday morn- $500.00, according to the wreck the Murray Fire Department.
report.
ing. She was 21.
Funeral services were held , Tuesday at ten a.m. Mrs.
Tuesday at the Prices Funeral IIIIyrtlene Cunningham Shipley
Home in Troy. Burial was in ,of Murray Route Five, driving
the White Hall Chapel Ceme- a 196,4 Ford Falcon, was going
east on Highway 121, Concord
tery in Detroit, Mich.
Stark Erwin of 702 Earl Court
Born in Murray Hospital July Road, and hit ice on the Clarks Murray, underwent major sur-11, 1'947, she was the datighter,Kivar- -Bridge- —
'Ter; on Wednesday—December
The Sheriff's deputies said 11, at the Baptist Memorial
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Miller of
Troy and formerly of Puryesr. the Shipley car turned around Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
The family moved from Pin,on the bridge and hit t h e
Erwin was in the intensive
bridge. Damage to the car esti- care unit of the hospital for
6 year in 1950.
was
mated
at
to
$250.00
the
Survivors include her parsometime, but is now reported
ents and her grandmother, Mrs. (Continued on Page Eight)
to be improving.
Elfie Orr of Puryear; sister,4
Mrs. Bill Goley of Ferndale;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Miller of Hazel Part(
Mich.; and an aunt of Puryear,
Mrs. Homer Taylor.

Chris McCuistons
To Observe 67th
Anniversary Sunday

Dr. Eversmeyer Is
Advisor For Club

Mrs. Nuel McNutt
Is Now At Home

Young Woman Dies
In Troy, Michigan

Stark Erwin Has
Major Surgery

Dr. Rainey T. Wells, Born On Christmas
Day, Remains A Partifflalloway County_

Simpson Rites Are
Held Here Today

11 Year Old Girl Begins
Odd Life, Is A Strangler

t WEATHER REPORT

By LUCINDA FRANKS

Pr.•• Intaram.tional

CLOUDY & WARMER
by United Press International
Mostly cloudy and warmer
today and tonight with scatternorthed rain High today 40s
east to 50s southwest. Low tonight mostly in the 40s Showers ending from west Thursday.

NEWCASTLE. England (UPI)
— Little Mary Bell, at 11, a
convicted strangler, began a
life of detention today. No hospital and only one prison in
Britain would take her as an
inmate
Mary was found guilty Tuesday of the manslaughter on the
grounds of diminished responsibility, of Martin Brown, 4,
and Brian Howe, 3. Her playmate and co-defendant, Norma
Bell. 13. was acquitted of both
charges

Mary has been described as
a "psychopath" by psychiatrists,
likened to Svengali in the courtroom, and labelled a girl of
"remarkable intelligence" by
Judge Ralph Cusack.
day
$
average
will
Hospitals across Britain deTemperatures
degrees below normal west to clined to offer her treatment.
near normal east Normal highs "It was inpossible to find an
are 41-50, normal lows 23-32. institution "suitable for this unPrecipitation mostly as rain usual girl," said Judge Cusack.
Thursday and again early next "The very great risk Mary represents to other children,"
week will be about an inch.
FIVE-DAY FORICAST
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)
The five-day Kentucky weather
outlook, Thursday through Mon-

iniogoopmelyn••••••‘

solle

David J. Searfos
At Fort Campbell

Smoke Damage Is
Reported To Home
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IMPORTANCE of communication between civic
Jordan
•BE FISH ESA
bodies was impressed upon us Monday night when several months of talk culminated In action which will lead
...111111NORTHERN LIMIT
EL OANTARA
Is
to an agreement on the financing of the proposed new
Of IDOM WIIIRE
ESAU WANOIEED
Inispital addition.
AFTER LOSING
NAME MEANS IRLDGE
HIS MITHR/GHT
?SOMEDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
• CIOSSMEG USED BY
The occasion about which we speak was a Joint meetmayor Kt
Till HOLY FAMILY
6 IS 1=111riewioes 41=4 Mew.; Scotts tHilust
0511 in Towel
IN FLEEING NEROD
ing of the Hospital Commission, some members of the
14airo4i F mo-0
7
.1
Az
mwassms
FII/Ing Nun
One OF TNEEDOMITI
▪ tvtIctud
Havosii Flyn0
VIScal Court and several members of the City Council
PORTRISSIS FORCING
TRACES Of TOWNS
That Girt
TIIII KIAILITIS TO GO
8 :2
FLOUIFSHING
Journey 10 Unknoym
s="
These months of Indecision, misunderstanding, and
TNIOUGH WILDERNISS
TIME OF CHRIST
ON TISK FROM EGYPT
Jourtirr to Unknown
DOT THIS AREA
vagueu between the Hospital Commimion, the City
9 'I Dr.=
Mario
Loeb," Bithords
10ties.Mews.
*Mr.,
stnetr
.411
BOW%
Neon:
*nu
Sown
Council and the Calloway FLscal Court have delayed the
10 .311 Toniont Maw Mmit*:
MJnson Outdoors
-Carouse W.inorrs- Joey SHAKO
• RA'S AN NAOS
construction of the proposed addition for some months,
11 ,11 Tordoltt
Torment
Move
Joey inetoo
SLAT KING SOLOMON'S
POET OF IZIOS.Gl$IS
with a resulting increase in cost.
12 12".v..,
"4'•
aserrannis SIN
fOr
We certainly do not blame any body or individual
ELAT
for this delay, but we do think it points up the necessity
//1
for constant and clear communication between civic
Sinai
bodies. If necessary it might be in order for the City
Oraincll and the Fiscal Court to meet together three or
ii
four times a year, in a call sesskm, so that specific
LEDGER•
!MU MA
omen
problems and areas might be discussecL
MOUPIT SINAI WIffel
co55
MOWS WINED 11411
No one doubts the good faith of these groups. We
T. 0. Turner has been named chairman of the KenEgypt
TEN COMMANDMENTS
a
think the good of Murray and Callaway County is first tucky Society for Crippled Children for the 1949 Easter
Saudi Arabia
Seal campaign.
in the minds of both of these bodies.
11.
Miss Marion Copeland, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Usually the only issue is, how best to go about a
GULF OF AOA11.4
Curtis R. Copeland of Murray, portrayed Cornelia Otis
given project.
Skinner in the fall production of "Our Hearts Were
One group has one idea and the other has another Young and Gay" by the Bethel College Dramatic Club.
Idea. These ideas can be quickly and profitably merged,
In basketball Murray State beat Austin Peay 60 to
changed, or agreed on at a joint meeting. The sending 52, Murray High beat Centrol of Memphis 54 to 45, and
Red Sea
back and forth of resolutions, messages, etc., loses some- St. Mary's beat Murray Tralning 46 to 28.
L. K. Pinkley, Thomas Scruggs, Finis Weatherford,
thing in the personal, face-to-face approach_
Raymond Rayburn, R. M. Vance, Zack Holmes, Adolphus
Both the City Council and the Fiscal Court are electMyers, Ray Lassiter, and Macon Erwin were elected ofed groups Murray is a part of Calloway County. If the ficers of the Woodman Camp 138.
ioualy announced Technical AsNOW YOU KNOW
'aistance Agreement with Thercity grows, so will the county, and visa versa.
mo Electron Corporation pro- by United Press International
Neither the city nor the county can take action with'aided a hens for Tappan's eaA potto is a small, slowi try into the home
.out affecting the other in some way, either for the goodi
air condition- moving primate of equatorial
ing and heating field, and not- Africa that dwells in trees and
or the bad
ed this was a likely target for forages at night for fruit, inBoth represent the taxpayers of the city and county.
penetration by Tappan.
sects and small animals it can
We hope that in the future when something as immeek up on.
Mr. Tappan and the Comportant as a $1,500,000 addition to the hospital is being
But seek ye first the kingdom of God and his rightpany's continuing its strong and
planned, that a joint meeting of the City Council and ousness; and all these things shall be added unto you.
aggressive internal program of Cheaper by the Dozen?
The Tappan C.ompany, Mans—Matthew 6:33.
the Calloway Fiscal Court can be held so that any dif— When
ST LOUIS
product improvement, coupled
field,
Ohio
based major &WiA hapy successful life is one that puts God and His
Mrs William Simokaitls gave
with
the
ferences can be ironed out at once vrithout the costly
corporate
group's
ght* manufacturer, has finalizbirth to her 11th child, Mark,
waste of time. Since both groups are thinking of the will in first place.
ed Its Blueprint for the Year strong hold on the Company's 18 months ago, she said it
reins, made the climate ideal
1969, and beyond, according to
welfare of the county as a whole, we feel sure that some
for continuing and accelerating would be her last visit to the
Not New
W. R. Tappan, President.
Tunnels vs. Sridg•
maternity ward But now Laura
compromise can be reached on most any problem.
LIMA, Peru UPI. — Indian
Mr. Tappan indicated the Tappan's growth through ac- Jean has a
MOBILE. Ala. , UPII — The
to make It an
quemition
of
companies
in
sim- even dozen "Thefather
Murray and Calloway County has been fortunate in farmers in the southern Peru- city is building tunnels nnder Company's careful planning prois a
ilar
or
related
fields.
construction worker.
r the past with good relationship between its governing vian Andes regions use the the Mobile River for interstate gram which began in early Ausame astronomical knowledge
traffic and people are gust with an economic climate
bodies and there is no reason why this cooperative at- to predict weather conditions highway"Why
In reviewing the 1989 Blueasking
not a bridge over forecast, was culminated with
titude cannot be continued and even improved.
that their Inca ancestors used it?"
a meeting of forty key execut- print, Mr. Tappan noted that

1

Four
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by United Pram International
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 1P,

the 353rd day of 1968 with 13
to follow.
The moon is between its last
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The morning stars are Jupiter and Mars.
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ALMANAC

THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray. per week 25c,
month $1.10. In Calloway and adjoining countlea. per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 & 2, ge.00. lanewbere $11.00. All service subecrtpUons Una'
—
"The Chastanding CNN Ann et a Connimala le the
Inertly et No Pliawailapar
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TIMES

TFIEVISION SCHEDULE

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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The evening stars are Venus*
and Saturn.
On this day in history:

North Car
top-ranked ca
wer UCLA

In 1787, New Jersey ratified
the proposed Constitution o f
the United States
In 1865, the 13th Amend
ment to the Constitution abolished slavery.
In 1936, the first giant pand3
Was imported to America from
China.
In 1963, a U.S. spaceship returned to earth after a Journey
of 14 days in orbit
A thought for the day —
Novelist Gertrude Franklin Atherton said, "No matter how
hard a man may labor, sm°
woman is always in the background of his mind. She is the
one reward of virtue."

Garden late]
the Tarbeels

tiler opponer
assure goin4
tattoo with a
cord.
North Carc

routed Virgh
.th consecutiv
on and sea
Conference
starters hitt
ures.
Both the Ti
Bruins are et
Festival tour
Dec. 27-30, i

clash after d
foes. UCLA

Day of the Horse
ST. LOUIS UPI)—An advertisement by a company describing itself as "scientific
horse-shoers" is contained in
a reproduction of the first issue of The Sporting News,
founded in 1888.
The advertiser boasted that
Its horse-shoeing "will prevent
horses from slipping" and
claimed that the horse's "calks
will not get caught in the cable
railroad slot."

1

20 Years Ago Today

Ic

Blueprint
For Tappan
Bible Thoughtfor Today Is Finalized

Quotes
From The News
memo.
MUNN ENTIONNAISONAL

centuries ago, according to a
study by the National University of Cuzco. The study said
the Indians use astronomy to
regulate cattle breeding and
planting seasons

The Alabama Trucker magazine has an answer. "In the
1970s." it says. "it will be
cheaper to build tunnels than
highways.'• It -.cites a study
which based cost savings on
new techniques in tunnel construction and rising land costs

NEWCASTLE, England — Harry Howe, citing too
much television violence as the probable cause of the California's Oldest
Direct Action
murder of his son, Brian, and another child by an 11ding., Structgre
LoNootr 4,I.11,1t) —The owner
*SW CAPISTP(ANO.
year-old child, Mary Bell:
"I reckon it Wan the telly made the bairn ge bad." Calif UPI'—The old Spanish of a London hairdressing salon

mission here is California's told his staff to take flu shots
°iciest standing structure be_ or face getting no sick pay If
— South .3/feta:lams Vice President Nguyen.—gtIn in r#6YU'Arr T797 — — ---they-eonn.--elown with the- alt'
Cao 11.14 accusing the United States delegation to the
meta.

Paris peace talks of trying to pressure the South Vietnamese into a compromise on the status of the Viet
Cong delegation
"We came here expecting pressure We are ready
for It."

ives from Tappan's country- the Blueprint planning techwide operations. The group met nique provided for 'ground up'
in Mansfield, Ohio to hear di- participation by members of
vision heads and Corporate staff management at all levels in
executives project specific op- Tappan's widespread operating
erational perms for the year Cifrilli0011. He said "the orderly
1969. According to Mr. Tappan, approval of sales forecast, prothe nrojections are both inter- duct planning, capital expendi- 1
esting and faVorable. Mr. Tap- lures, and the finalizing of an
pan indicated the group also operational plan which
had clone consideable long ough/y putairtsed to our key
range planning, and that a pro- mansgerneat, provides exactly
gram of acquialtion was a key the climate needed to promote
point in the discuesions. Ms. teamwork and .to.reach our am,.
Tappan noted that the prey. bitious objectives."

@)1300014117
Zontinuous Showing
From 1 pm Daily

•

THE COLOR
IS PERFECT!!
Theatre Gift
Book. on sale
at Capri

—4

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY __
Truly Fine Cleaning

Phone 753-3E52

g

I

Basel]
Striki

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
5511 W. Main Street

Phone 753-3421

BOWLING GREEN-OWENSBORO
PARKWAY

•Na•••••••waht•,
•,

S
By Fl
UPI $
• NEW YO1
tomes+ for
Baseball Pla3

H

the player re
S•

WASHINGTON — The House Ethics Committee, urging reform in the congressional voting system to prevent ghost voting by absent members:
"An examination of the roll call procedure has disclosed numerous points at which human error can enter
the system."

Now Volkswagen

brings lasting relief to left feet.

SAIGON — Premier Tran Van Huong of South Vietnam, warning that the Commurilsts are preparing a
' winter-spring" offensive to colicide with the Palls
talks
"If they (the Communists) are defeated, they will
call for a cease-fire so they can rest and prepare to
start all over again at a favorable moment."

Ten Years Ago Today

BOWLING GREEN- SOMERSET
PARKWAY

=DONN•TM= /WI

40

The House Elections Committee has refused to Intervene in Rep Noble J Gregory's defeat by Frank A.
Stubblefield In Kentucky's Democratic primary elections
last May The group voted to take no further action on
complaints riled by Gregory.
Rob Rule, superintendent of the Murray Water and
Sewer System, said today that work on Secondary
Treatment facilities at the sewerage plant had been
completed, as well as Comminutor and Grit Removal
Units which have been added to the existing plant.
Mr and Mrs Bobby G. Neale of Huntsville, Ala., are
the parents of a son, Bruce Gregory, born December 16.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs Roy (Pete) Farmer and
Mr and Mrs Bryan Neale, all of Murray.
Bill Furgerson was the speaker at the Murray High
School football banquet.
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Thanks too new miracle
ingredient in our little car
called the automatic stick
shift,' you con finally soy
goodbye to the clutch pedal.
How does this new ingredient work?
Two ways
First, it provides continuous unemployment for your left foot.
Second,it provides near unemployment for your right hand.
(The only time you ever shift is when you go over 55 mph.I
Yet, even with its new ways,the bug continues to uphold
the old ways
It takes only small amounts of oil Absolute:y no water.
And absolutely no antifreeze
Best of all, it still delivers about 25 miles to a gallon of gas
Don't you feel relieved already?
'Opfiona.

Miller, B
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WHERE TOLL ROADS WILL GO—Gov. Louie B. Nunn has released the routes
of Kentucky's four new toll roads to halt land speculation at possible access
points. The top map shows the tentative Bowling Green-Owensboro route, the
lower map shows the route proposed for Bowling Green to Somerset. Black
dots show access points.
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
Chestnut Street - Murray, Kentucky
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Four Of Nations Top 20
To See Action Tonight

THE
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
RESULTS
By United Press intarnatienal
East
Bowdmn 77 MIT 71
Cornell 67 Rochester 63
Buffalo St. 74 Fre& St 59
St. Peter's 108 Biacyne 46
Duquesne 72 Kent St. 56
Clark 131 Wesleyan 96
South
Tenn. 72 G41. Tech MI
Isycda, Md. 68 biome St. 56
Md. 99 Geo. Wash. 96
Marshall 112 Morehead 82
Wake Forest al Wilm&Mary SI
Davideon 62 Richmond 60
N. C. 94 Virginia 67
Dillard 88 Grambling 78
Misty/we
St. L 99 Wichita St. 86
Minn. 77 No. Dak. 64
Illinois 95 Ohio U. 82
Wittenberg 89 Earihrm 83
Kenyon 111 Marietta 62
Marian 83 Franklin 72
Soisterest
Arkansas 79 Centenary 50
Ariz. 102 Evansville 88
West
No, Tex. St. 94 Denver 76

LEDGER

&

TIMES

By United Press International Minnesota Thursday and West
,
UPI Sports Writs
Virginia Friday, both at home,
By VITO STELLINO
North Carolina has a shot at before the tourney, but the Bruins
The Green Bay Packers bowtop-ranked college basketball po- should have little difficulty.
ed out in their kind of same.
wer UCLA in Madison Square
Stalling Tactics
The Packers, their tatte string
Garden later this month, and
Davidson, No. 3 in the country,
ended and with several of the
the Tarheels brushed aside ano- also won Tuesday night, but had
players who built the finest slYther opponent Tuesday night to to freeze the ball in the final
nasty in National Football Leaassure going into the confron- minutes to keep a hot-shooting
gue history reedy to retire, totaltation with an umblemished re- University of Richmond team at
ed Sunday in the style that
cord.
SW reminiscent of the Packers
bay, finally taking a 62-60 deof the Past
North Carolina, the No. 2 team, cision.
Even though there was norouted Virginia 94-67 for its fif- Sixteenth-ranked Illinois got 12
thing at stake—except pride —
sth consecutive victory of the seas- straight points to erase a 73-72
for the Packers, they went out
on and second Atlantic Coast margin held by Ohio University
behind a third string quarterConference win, with all five in the second half and cruise in
back and edged Chicago 28-27
starters hitting in double fig- for a 95-82 victory, its fifth
to knock the Bears out of conures.
conquest in a row.
tention and hand the Central
Both the Tar HeelsandUCLA's
In other games Tuesday, ArkDivision crown to the MinneBruins are entered in the Holiday ansas beat Centenary 79-50, Sosota Vikings—who turned back
Festival tournament in New York, uthwest Texas defeated Abilene
Philadelphia 24-17. A gave-savDec. 27-30, and are expected to Christian 94-85, Arizona trimming interception by veteran Ray
clash after disposing first round ed Evansville 102-88, North TexNitschke ruined the Bears affoes. UCLA still has to play as State beat Denver 94-76 and
ter they rallied for 17 points in
Tennessee turned tack Georgia
the final period.
Tech 72-59.
The Vikings now will go aAlso, it was St. Louis over
gainst the Baltimore Colts —
Wichita State 99-89, Minnesota
who closed out their regular
over North Dakota 77-64, Georgeseason with a 13-1 mark behind
town over Navy 70-55, Maryland
a "sub" quarterback named
over George Washington 99-96
John Unitas by beating Los Anand Wake Forest over William
geles 28-24—in the Western
and Mary 98-58.
Conference title game next Sunday.
Top Teams
Dallas wound up with the seFour of the nation's top 20
oond best record this season at
teams are in action tonight. Four12-2 as Craign Morton came off
By STEVE IMILANICH
th ranked Cincinnati plays Calthe bench in the second period
UPI &poets Writer
ifornia, 17th ranked Columbia
NEW YORK Vf — Kentucky to direct the Cowboys to a 28tests Fordham, 14th ranked LaSalle meets Canisius and 19th- Weeleyan, taking a back seat 10 victory over New York afranked Western Kentucky plays to no one, is making its pre- ter Don Meredith completed
sence known throughout the only one of nine passes and
Butler.
of the
In North Carolina's victory Blue Grass state and neighbor- asked to be taken out
over Virginia Tuesday night,for- ing areas as the nation's top- game.
Dallas meets Cleveland in the
ward Bill Bunting led the Tar ranked NCAA college division
Eastern Conference title game
Heels on a spurt of 10 straight basketball power.
The Panthers, boasting a 26- in Cleveland Saturday. The
points late in the first half to game win streak extending beck Browns had their
winning
tale a 55-32 intermission lead into the 1988 campaign, were a streak snapped by St. Louis 27and had little difficulty the re- near-unanimous choice as the 16 Saturday.
mainder of the way.
In other
games Sunday,
No. 1 team in the latest weekly
Davidson, its shooting eye dul- United
International Washington nipped Detroit 14Preas
3 and New Orleans stopped
led by a week's layoff for exam- Board of Coaches ratings.
inations, struggled from a 36-36
The 36-member board gave Pittsburgh 24-14.
Horn To Rescue
halftime tie with Richmond to a coach Bob Daniels' outfit 30 of
Don Horn, who's spent this
61-58 lead with 4:18 remaining. the 35 first-place votes. TabulatThe Wildcats held the ball for ed on a basis of 10 points for season in the Army and was
3:38 of that, but Richmond got first place, nine for second and only activated by the Packers
it with 40 seconds to play and so on down the line, the. the hours before the game, was
319 rushed in at the quarterback
accumulated
scored on a fast break to nar- Panthers
spot when Zeke Bratkowski —
row the margin to one point. points.
The first of a 1-and-I free throw' The Panthers, unbeaten in subbing for injured Bart Starr
—was hurt with 3:05 left in the
situation widened the margin to five outings this season, held a
first period.
runnerlead
over
commanding
62-60 and a 30-foot jump shot
Horn tossed touchdown passattempt at the buzzer by Rich- up Central State of Ohio. The es of
67 yards to Jim GrabowskA
Ohioans, who got one first-piece
mond missed the mark.
vote, relied on a large number and 25-yards to Boyd Dowl
of second and third-place votes as the Packers took a 28-1
to hold the No. 2 spot with 227 lead into the final period and
seemed to have the game wrappoints.
NOW TRACK CONSTRUCTION
Third place in the weekly ped up. But the Bears rallied
ratings went to Ashland Ohio for 17 points in the final perLOUISVILLE, Ky. EN — The
with 180 points. Evansville's 'kid, climaxed by Jack ConcanBoard of Directors of ChurchPurple Aces were fourth with non's 51-yard TD pass to Dick
ill DOWILS Tuesday approved a
149 points, followed by Nevada Gordon.
$250,000 construction program Southern with 130 points.
There was still time for a
for he historic track.
Ashland, Evansville, Central Mac Percival field goal and the
The Board also set May 3, the
State, Nevada Southern and Bears almost had a shot at it
first Saturday in May, for the
Norfolk State received one first when they got the ball back
95th running of the Kentucky
and moved to a first down on
place vote each.
Derby.
Southwest Missouri places the Packer 44 with than two
sixth with 98 points, followed minutes left. But after Concanby Cheyney State 87, Southwest non was thrown for a loss and
Louisiana 63, Gannon 31 and two passes were incomplete,
MORRALL CITED
the Bears were faced with a
American International 25.
Kentucky Wesleyan picked up 4th-and 15 on the 48.
NEW YORK run — Earl MorIt was too much to ask Percirell has been named NFL Foot- its fifth win of the early seaball Player of the Year by the am campaigning Friday night val to try a 55-yard field goal
New York Chapter of Profes- by downing Arkansas State 69- so the Bears went for the first
sional Football Writers Assoc- 64 at Jonesboro, Ark. The five down. But Nitschke intercepted
wins combined with 21 conse- a C.oncannon pass to preserve
iation.
cutive victories compiled last the Packer win.
The Vikings were in their
season pushed the Panther win
dressing room listening to a
skein to 26.
Their 21-game win streak last pharby-play of the Packer triseason carried them to the umph via the phone after they'
NCAA college division cham- had beaten the Eagles. Joe Kapp
pionship. The Panthers beat In- tossed tow touchdown passes
diana State 63-52 in the title and ran for a third to give the
Vikings the victory over the,
ganaeIit, Evansville, Int._
, who wound up at 12,11
of expansion with an increase
By FRED DOWN
There wasn't much drama
in players, coaches and trainers
UPI Spells Writer
left to the game but Baltimore
4 NEW YORK rUTT — The at- it would require $4.8-million to
went out to prove to the Los
torney fur the Major League stay even," Miller continued.
Baseball Players Association and ,"In addition, they plan on pay
Angeles
Rams that the Colts
NEW YORK (OPI) — The Unitthe player representatives of the ing off the past debts of past ed Press International top 20 deserved their Coastal Division
National and American Leagues benefits at a faster rate than midge
division
basketball crown. The Colts were handed
are expected to warn the club- ever before, which will require teams with first place votes in the title last week when the
Bears upset the Rams but the
owners today that their "total- $5.1-million to do."
parenthesis:
Gabe Paul, president of the Team
ly inadequate" player pension
Points Colts preyed the right team
Cleveland
Indians,
said
he
refund offer could lead to a
1. 1(y. Wesleyan
(30) 319 was the champion as they beat
sented Miller's use of the word
strike
2. Cenrtal St. Ohio (1) 227 the Rams for the second time
Attorney Marvin Miller said 'fraudulent" but that he didn't 3. Ashland
(1) 180 this year.
wish to comment further.
The Colts 13-1 record is the
.Tuesday the owners' offer to
4. Evansville
(1) 149
raise their contribution to the
3. Nevada Southern (1) 130
Persifibls Stir*.
fund by SI-million was "frau98
6. Southwest Missouri
The players have made it 7. Cheyney State
dulent and totally inadequate"
87
plain
that
failure
to
reach
an
and Jim Bunning. the National
8. Southwest La.
63
League's player representative, agreement on the pension bene- 9. Gannon
31
predicted that the players would fits could lead to a strike in 10. American International 23
1969.
reject the proposal.
Second 10-11. Youngstown
The fundamental disagree- 23; 12. tie, Depauw and NorMiller, Bunning and Jack
Aker, the American League's ment in the dispute is that the folk State 22; 14 Assumption
player representative, are ache- owners contend the players 19; 15. Springfield 17; 16. Pu- Southeast
College Basketball
_ duled to confer with John have no right—and never had get Sound 16; 17. Eastern New
United Press International
By
any
right—to
a
percentage
Pittsburgh
of
Galbreath of the
Mexico 14; 18, South Dakota
Pirates and Lee MacPhail of the clubs' TV revenues In the St. 13; 19. tie, Fairmont and
Tennessee used a zone defense
the New York Yankees, repre- past, a percentage of the clubs Tenneeee A&I 11.
to throttle Georgia Tech 72-59
TV money has gone into the
senting the owners
Tuesday night in the only game
Miller said Tuesday that the pension fund but the club owninvolving major Southeastern cooffer to increase the clubs' to- ers want to decrease he amount All-Around USC
llege teams.
tal contirbution to the plan to in 1969.
LOS ANGELES fUPI)—UniTonight's schedule has Auburn
551 million a year, effective "For more than a decade we versity of Southern California
Southwest Louisiana, FlorApril 1, 1969, would not in- have had a written agreement took an unprecedented five na- 1-2
crease player benefits at all. on the matter of TV revenues," tional team titles during the ida 2-1 at Louisiana State 2-1 and
said Miller. "But what they have 1962-63 school year,
Tulane 5-1 at Missouri.
Claire Dispoted
winning
The Vols hit a red-hot 69 per
g "It is as fraudulent as any- told me is 'we feel the players the national football crown and
thing I have ever seen," said are getting too much and we NCAA championships In track cent of their shots in the first
Miller "The press statement want more of it.' I proposed and field, baseball, tennis and half and left the floor at interpretends that we go to court and get a judg- swimming
mission with a 17-point lead,
they released
37-20. Tech's talented sophomothey made an offer which will ment on this but they refused."
Under the present plan, a
re, Rich Yunkus, was held to
permit a substantial increase in
Bargain
benefits fo rthe player. In fact, player can retire after 10 years
NEW YORK (UPI) — Tim eight points in the first half,
the offer will have no increase arid earn $500 a month at the Mara purchased the New York' but came back to score 22 poinin benefits to players whatso- age of 60 He can earn $1,500 a Giants' National Footbell ts for the game.
month if he waits until the age League franchise in 1925 for
ever
Bill Justus, with 20 points, led
of 65 to collect benefits.
$500.
Tennessee scorers.
The fact is that just because

et.
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HIGHTOWE R RESIGNS

Green Bay Packers Bow
Out In Their Olin Style

Murray High Tigers Scalp
Benton Indians 80 To 71

SIVER CITY N M. ran —
Tommy Hightowes, head football coach at Western New
Mexico the last three seasons,
has resigned, a Silver City
newspaper said Tuesday.
The Murray High Tigers beat
best in the NFL since the PackHightower compiled a 10-14
ers paned an identical mark record in his three seasons the Benton Indians in a game
at Murray High laid night 80-71.
in 1962.
with the Mustangs.
The Tigers were red hot in
Earl Morrell directed the
their shooting as they hit 69%
Colts to a 14-14 halftime deadfrom the field and 30 of their
lock by completing five of 14
GIBSON TO BROADCAST
points in the fourth period.
passes for 97 yards. Unitas playThe game seemed to be played the second half and hit on
NEW YORK net — Bob Gibfour of nine passes for 67 Yards son, the National League's Most ed on an equal basis until Murincluding a nine-yard TD pass Valuabie Player last season, ray High found the formula for
to Preston Pearson.
will make his broadcasting de- breaking the Indians zone press
Third string quarterback Har- but as a college basketball com- in the last quarter.
High /corers for Murray were
ry Theofiledes came off the mentator on a New York TV
Albert Scott and Pat Lamb
bench and engineered two four- station next month.
th period touchdowns to pace
Gibson, who once played bas- with 23 and 16 points respectWashington past Atlanta and ketball for Creighton Univer- ively. Allan Hudspeth also hit
Charlie Brown dashed 53 Yards sity and the Harlem Globetrot- in double figures for the Tigon a punt return as New Or- ters, will do color at the games ers with 14 points, all scored in
the final quarter, and Lee
leans topped Pittsburgh.
starting Jan. 11.

Crites hit for 12.
The high scorer for Benton
and for the night was Jim Grit.
fey, a 6-5 center, as he dumped
in 33 points. Dave Davis also
hit 20 points for the Indians.
The game was a tight battle
from start to finish with Murray High coming out ahead in
the rebound department 38-37.
Murray
18 39 50 — 80
Benton
17 31 52-71
Murray (80) — Scott 23, Lamb
16, Hudspeth 14, Crites 12,
Taylor 7, Hornbuckle 4, Gish 4.
Benton (71) — Griffey 33,
Davis 20, Selwitz 6, Owens 5,
Thompson 4, Moores 2, Myers 1.

WHERE SHOPPINC

Ky.Wesleyan
Voted No.1
In UPI Poll

Baseball Players Threaten
Strike For 1969 Season

wafts.,es.

—MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Small College
Cage Ratings

TENNESSEE 72
GEORGIA TECH 59

at

IS A PLEASURE

INSTEAD OF A

TASK!

HAMS

HENS

•CHOICE MEATS•

EMGE'S E-Z CARVE

FRESH DRESSED
4-6 Lb. Avg.

TENDERIZED
Whole

BONELESS
I/2 or Whole

Lbs.

991b

12-16

lb

ARMOUR'S

63rb
,
59

10-12

49e
49e
lb

FROZEN

lb

Lbs,

ARMOUR'S
6-8 Lb.

REELFOOT TENDERIZED - WHOLE

49'

12-14 Lb.
Avg.

12-14-Lb.
.Average
10 to 12-Lb.
Average
Butt

—

GOLDEN WEST

T

lb
49

10-12 Lb.
Avg.

49

lb

YOUNG HEN
:1‘,121b 39'

End
Shank
End

— ARMOUR'S —
BONELESS - ALL WHITE MEAT

EMU'S FULLY COOKED

59 TURKEY ROAST 'G.: $389
59
PROINICE
53'

WHOLE
12-16 Lb. Avg.

Burr
END
SHANK
END

_
ea

a
Pepperidge Farm

No.21
ellia

430

STUFFING MIX

AVOCADOS
TOMATOES

FANCY

pkg (JO

each
6 pak
59e) — lb

APPLES (l-lb hag

23°
39°
20°

INDIAN RIVER GRAPEFRUIT
59'
19"
CRANBERRY SAUCE SP10EDulTACHES
3
ORANGES
Nro.,2,. 330
49'
10'
Red

fi

doe. 51

efa:

Large California
each

Harts,Cream Style

English Mt.

2en 290 Green Beans
2 ett 290
2
650
Peas with Onions -2 z.550 Asparagus
2:23490 Chicken Broth - 2 490
Limas
White Corn

Pride of Illinois

Green Giant

it 300 can

cane
for

Swanson

Butter Land

IN

SOUR CREAM
ON SOUP_ _ _
Upton's

box of 2

0

MI

3° ICED CHRISTMAS TREE COOKIES_ pkg. 491
39' CONFECTIONERS SUGAR__ _ _ _2 b....35°
ounce

a

bxs.590
390 Lucky Whip
fli-Ho's
Mandarin Oranges 2er 490 Whole Wheat Crackers 390
Marshmallows
15° Coconut
490
Sunshine

:
.
'PI

Flavor-Kist

Miniature - 6-oz. pkg.

box

Angel Flake - 14-02. Pkg.

Large Assortment of Christmas Candy & Nuts*

.WE WISH ALL OUR FRIENDS A

MERRY CHRISTMAS

a

;
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Christian Women's Executive Board Of
Fellowship Meets FTA Holds Meeting
The reviler executive com4: Porter Home
mittee meeting of the Future

The Chnstian Women's Fellowship, F1rst Christian Church,
held its regular general meeting December 17 at the home
of Mrs. William Porter Thirteen members were present and
one guest, Mrs. Mary Bordeaux
Mrs George Hart, president,
called the meeting to order. Is
the absence of the secretary
and treasurer, Mrs. Richard
Miller acted as secretary and
Mrs Lemke Pickard as treasurer Following the minutes and
the treasurer's report, the
group reports were given.
A total of 16 books had beta
read, 61 outs had been made,
and an offering of $106.55 was
given. Mrs. Ed Diuguid reported on the Service Circle. Twelve
baskets were prepared and delivered to the sick and shutins.
Before the program Mrs. R.
L Wade led the group in
Christmas Caron.
The program was a dramatic
presentation titled. -A Mother's Christmas Communion."
Mrs. William Porter portrayed
Mary, the Mother of Jesus, and
Mrs. W C Duncan played the
part of a modern mother.
The program concluded with
a Christmas Communion Set'ten.
•••

Almost 11 million persons
live in Texas, an increase of
about 11,420,000 since April.
1940
• • •
The 55th wedding anniversary is tradiuonally known as
the Emerald Anniversary.
• • •
The speed of light Is 186.000
miles per second.

Teachers of America was held
Wednesday, December 11, in
Room 129, at Calloway County
High School with six officers,
ass co-chairmen, and the adrimer present.
The financial report was given by the treasurer, DortM
Jackson, but the minutes were
omitted because of the secretary's absence.
Rita Farris, the president, began the old business by reminding the members to vote on
the amendments of the PTA
Constitution at the regular
meeting. The last day to bring
gifts for the Paradise Home
will be December 13, and the
candy sale will be completed
the 30th of this month.
An attractive vinyl cover for
the new lectern had been made
by Mrs. B. K. Farris, and the
emblem will be placed on It
after Christmas.
The time for the sale of cookbooks was set to begin February 17 and to end the 311th.
All members including those
on probation will be guests of
the adviser at the December
meeting.
The executive council was adjourned by the president.
•••

PER

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Caldwell will leave by plane on
Friday for a visit with their son,
Airman Jerry Caldwell and his
wife, the former Carolyn Garland, of Mewed, California. The
Caldweits will return on December 29.
• ••
Claude Thomas Lawrence of
New York City is headquar- Kirksey Route Two has been disters for 157 of the nation's top missed from the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
500 Industrial firms
•

•

•

Friends Won't
Ask for Details
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A few weeks ago, our under-age daughter
ran off and got married. She realized it was a terrible mistake
and came home to us. Her father succeeded in having the
marriage annulled We are trying to live down this terrible
nightmare. and don't wish to chums it with anyone When
people ask us for the -details." what should we say'
SMALL TOWN, U S A
DEAR SMALL TOWN: Dent tell them anything. Year
friends went ask. And year enemies went believe yen anyway,
DEAR ABBY Just what are the responsibilities when
one's name is used tars "character reference"? Some friends
of ours have decided to adopt a child, and they have
given our name as a reference These people pay their bills,
the husband doesn't beat his wife or anything like that, but in
our opinion they would make poor parents. Without going into
detail, they both drink a little too mech. He strays from the
straight and narrow path occasionally, and it wouldn't surprise
us if she fooled around, too
We have children of our own and take our parental
responsibilities very seriously, so what do you suggest-we do?
•
Naturally. we don't want to lose their friendship
ON THE SPOT
DEAR ON: When asked for a character reference. respond
honestly. Your remarks will be kept esafteestial. I If your
friends read the same aewspaper you de. they may see this. in
which ease the jig is op.
DEAR ABBY My wife, who works for a large insurance
company, has just Informed me that they are tiavtrig an office
anietmas party, and this year they took a secret vote and it
wee decided that husbands and wives will not be invited.
I just informed HER that I didn't care what they voted,
SHE was not going to any party without me We had a few
words about it and now sbe's not making to me
I'd like your opinion, Abby Haw do you feel about'company
parties that specialize in drinking and dancing, but exclude the
CURIOUS
spouses'
DEAR CURIOUS. I'm four-square against anything that
tweeds pssairesy. misunderstanding. and hostility between
husband and wife. And company parties which exclude messes
lead the list.
DEAR ABBY In answer to "UNHAPPY IN CAL" I can
tell this lady that I have lived under worse conditions than the
has For 48 years I have been married to the stingiest man God
ever created, but when I said, "I take this man for better or
worse until death do us part," I meant every word of it
It's been rough at times, but Jesus is my personal saviour
and He never gives us a heavier load than we can carry, so all
I ask is strength to bear my cross until He sees fit to change
things according to His will.
I lust got out of the hospital with my fourth nervous
breakdown. I had shingles in my mouth so bad I still can't
wear my dentures, but God knows what is best for me and I
have placed myself in His hands People with problems can
HAS FAITH IN WINDBER, PA
do the same.
Everybody has a protasis. What's years, Fee a peressel
reply write le Abby. lies NM, Les Angeles, Cal., NSW nod
theism a stamped. self-addremod envelope.

FOR

ABBY'S NEW BOOKLET "WHAT TRIM-AGSMS
WANT TO KNOW," SEND 111.111 TO ABBY. PDX WM. LOS
ANGELES. CAL. Meek

lk
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Mrs. J. B. Burka-Mk

•

•

OMAtiit•
Saxon-Sprunger Vows Read

Miss Diane Vaughn
Honored At Shower
At The Wade Home

The charming home of Mrs.
Larry Wade was the setting of
a delightfully planned miscellaneous shower in honor o f
Miss Diane Vaughn, bride-elect
of Jerry Inman. The hostesses
for the occasion were Mrs.
Sherrill Hicks and Mrs. Larry
Wade.
Miss Vaughan chose to wear
for the evening's event a lovely navy blue and red Butt
Knit dress with matching navy
accessories. Mrs. Roy Vaughan,
the bride-elect's mother, wore
a white Butt Knit, three-piece
suit with navy trim and matching accessories. Mrs. Everett Inman, the groom-elect's mother
was attired in a red knit drem
and also wore matching accessories.
The hostesses presented Miss
Vaughan with a corsage o f
small white dasies. Both the
bride-elect's mother and the
groom-elect's mother were presented corsages of small white
fuii mums.
As the guests arrived and
were seated, each was asked to
introduce themselves and tell
of an experience that they had
shared with Miss Vaughan in
the past. Miss Vaughan NMI
then presented with her many
lovely gifts.
After the opening of t h e
gifts, the guests were invited
into the kitchen where Cokes
and a variety of cookies were
served from crystal appointments on a festive red and
MRS, ARLO H. SPRONGER, JR.
white linen tablecloth; centerMr and Mrs. Philip Saxon of 203 South 16th Street would ed with a paper mache's bride
like to announce the marriage of their only daughter, Jane, to and groom under a wedding
Arlo H Sprunger, Jr., son of Mr. and Mn, Arlo H. Sprunger, arch.
The hostesses gift to Miss
Sr., 224 South 15th Street, Murrey.
Mrs Sprunger is a senior at Murray State University maj- Vaughan was an avacado portoring in English and history. She is a member of Sigma Sigma able mixer and a wash basket
filled with various household
Sigma social sorority
Mr Sprunger is a junior at Murray State majoring In art Items,
Approximately forty persons
and philosophy He is a member of Sigma Chi social fraternity
were present or sent gifts.
and Kappa Pi honorary art fraternity.
• ••
The couple was married on December 5 in lulu. Mississippi,
and ere presently residing in Murray.

Zeta Department
Has Open House
At Elkins Home
Members of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club enjoyed Christmas open
house at the home of Mrs. W.
C. Elkins on Wells Boulevard
on Thursday, December 12,
from seven-thirty to nine-thirty o'clock in the everting.
The open house was held following early evening visits to
sick and shut-in friends.
Mrs. Donald Keller, president
of the Woman's Club, was a
special guest.
The lovely home was beautifully decorated for the holiday
season. An open fire burned in
the fireplace of the spacious
den, and the mantle featured
holly garlands and red candles.
The vocal point of the living
room was a white tree lighted
with tiny white lights. Greenery and Christmas candles were
used throughout the house.
Refreshments were served
Rem the dining table which
was covered with a white cloth
and centericTin
ment of red carnations. Mrs.
June Smith, chairman of the
department, presided at the tee
'service.
A business session was not
held, but the members were reminded to plan their bazaar
items for the auction bazaar to
be held at the regular January
meeting. Proceeds will be used
for Zeta projects.
Assisting Mrs. Elkins with
the hospitality were the coliosteases. Mrs. James M Lassiter,
Mrs Elsie Kivett, Mrs. John T.
Irvan, Mrs Cecil Farris, and
Mrs. Robert Howard.
S'S

Mrs. Hilda Maupin
Hostess For Meet
Mrs. Hilda Maupin was hostess at her home for the executive board meeting of the Woman's Missionary Society of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church held
last week.
The call to prayer was by
Mrs. Charles Henry who read
the scripture from Exadus 36:31)-29 and the names of the missionaries with birthdays on
that day. Prayer was led by
Mrs. Alfred Keel.
Mrs Charles Burkeen, president, presided. Others present
were Mrs. W. A. Farmer end
Mrs Albeit Crider
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Maupin.

Potluck Dinner Is
At Howard
Held
Harris Grove Club Home Recently
Has Regular Meet
The home of Mr. and Mrs.

The Harris Grove Homemakers Club met in the home of
Mn. Marvin Parks on Wednesday, December 11, at eleven
o'clock in the morning for the
annual Christmas dinner
Following the dinner Mrs.
Parks, president, presided at
the meeting with Mrs. Bill Wrather reading the scripture from
Luke 2 and leading in prayer.
The recreation was led by
Mrs. Clifton L. Jones. Christmas carols were sung.
Gifts were exchanged and
sunshine friends were revealed. Members drew new names
for the coming year.
Members present were Mrs.
Marvin Parts, Mrs. Bill Wrsther, Mrs. Clifton L. Jones, Mrs
Estelle Heuer, Mrs. Walsie Len
is, Mrs. J. R. Humphreys, and
Mrs. Alfred Taylor,
The January meeting will or
held Wednesday, January 8, at
one p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Bill Wrather.
• ••

Alumni Chapter
Has Dinner Meet
The Murray Alumni Chapter
of Sigma Sigma Sigma social
sorority met at the home of
Mrs Jim Halt on Wednesday,
December 11. for the annual
Christmas potluck dinner it six'
thirty o'clock in the evening.
Special guest for the meeting
was Miss Frances E. Brown who
was faculty advisor for the sou
ority for many years.
Officers and members of the
Alumni Advisory Board were all
present who were Mrs Julie
Smith, Mrs. Mary Shiller, Mrs
Annie Knight, Mrs. Evelyn Jones. and Mrs. Donna Ruth Herndon.
Others present were Mesdames Martha Crawford, Ann Hoke,
Martha Kincheloe, Beth Roberts, Sue Draper, Corine Stripling, Rebecca West, Rath Pasco,
and Eloise Keel.
The January 16th meeting
will be held at the sorority room
In the Pan Hellenic Building
(Swami Dormitory) to give the
alumni chapter an opportunity
to meet the pledges of Alpha
Chi chapter.

•

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Vliss Paula Cook
Announces Plans
For Her Wedding

•

Christmas Dinner
Held By Club At
Community Center

Wednesday, December le
The Nature's Palette Garden
The wedding plans of Miss
The Welcome Wagon NewClub will inc3t at the Corn Paula Cook of Bezel and Jerry
munity Center, Ellis Drive, at Don Duncan of Murray have comers Club held its Decem10:30 am. Hostesses will be been iumounced.
ber meeting with a dinner at
Lola Fisk, Ruth Eversmeyer,
The ceremony will be solem- the Community Center on ELlis
and Nova Douglass. Gift ex- nised on Saturday, December Drive on Saturday evening at&
change with cost not to exceed 21, at four o'clock in the after- seven o'clock.
$1.50 will be held.
nom at the Bezel Baptist
Special guests were the hus•• •
Church.
bands of the members. Gifts
The Pottertown Homemakers
Members of the wedding parClub will meet at the Holiday ty will be Miss Joyce Brandon, were exchanged and Christmas
carols were sung by the group.
Inn at 10:30 ant
maid of honor, Miss Bettis
The ham and rolls were furn• ••
Shelton,
Anne
Bucy and Miss
The Rho Chapter of Alpha bridesmaids, and bilas Regina ished by the group and each of
the members brought the vegetDelta Kappa will have a party Cook, junior bridesmaids.
ables, salads, and desserts. The
at the home of Mrs. Agnes
The four groomsmen in the
McDaniel with Mrs. Virgil Gro- wedding party will be Alan Ryan Milk Company donated
gan and Mrs. Joanna Sykes as Benedict, best man, Steve Shel- lemonade for the party.
Members of the decoration
:ohostesaes.
ton, Larry Jones, and Kenneth
•• •
committee were Mrs. M. D.
Duncan.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Master Den Key will be the Hassel, Mrs. Harold Robertson
Club will meet at the Triangle ringbearer and Miss Deanna and Mrs. Bart Gooch.
Mrs. Ed Overbey and Mrs.
Inn at 11:30 a.m. for the Christ- Daily, flower girl. Stan Key and
Robert Kimball were in charge
mas luncheon.
Teddy Clark will be ushers.
• ••
All friends and relatives of of the food, and Mrs. Clyde McThe Children's Concert for the couple are invited to at- Donald and Mrs. Michael Garall city and county elementary tend the wedding and the re- done directed the entertainschool children featuring the ception immediately following ment.
A Capella Choir, directed by
the home of the bride-elect's
Robert Bear, will be held at
ti Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cook
the University auditorium a t
• ••
9:90 a.m. This is sponsored by
the Mimic Department of the
Six species and several subspecies of rattlesnakes are
Murray Woman's Club.
•••
found in California.
A Yuletide program will be
POPULAR SCIENCE RATES
presented at the Locust Grove
It is estimated that by 1980,
MAGNAVOX COLOR TV
Church of the Nazarene at 7:30
U.S. oil needs will have grown
p.m
to
17.9
million
barrels
a
- REST! year.
• ••
•
•
•
Try One from
The Oaks Country Club ladle,
will have a Christmas bridge
LEACIll MUSIC 1 TV
The birth rate in Canada in
Dixieland C'a'nter
party at the club at 9:30 a.m. 1967, 18 per 1,000. was the
OPEN TILL 1:05 P.M.
For reservations call Mass lowest on record, down from
28.5 per 1,000 in 1954.
Read 753-3178.
• ••
Thursday, December 19
The Lydian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will have a patluck supper at the church at 6:90 pm.
•••
Temple Hill Chapter No. 311
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p.m. The inspection of the
chapter by Mrs. Fanola DeSpain, worthy grand matron of
Kentucky from Greensburg.
•••
The Business and Professional Women's Club will hold its
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
•••
Beautifully crafted in fine, supple cowhide, in a choice of
The Kirksey Baptist Church
fashion colors. The Cameo billfold is designed for the
WMS will meet at the church
woman of today, hos all the features she wants. Window
at four p.m. to prepare Christsection displays 16 cords or photos. Roomy coin pocket.
mas baskets. After delivery the
group will meet at the home if
Hidden currency compartment.
Mrs. Jackie Trees for a social
hour.
$ 4.00 to $5.95
• ••
•

•

0 f

•

•

New $1 1.95
BEATLE LP...
Our Price '8.88

•

C-Lv kcRmEo()

Friday, December 20
Rudolph Howard on Williams
The Magazine Club will meet
Avenue was the scene of a potat the home of Mrs. Ralph
luck dinner held by the College
Woods at 2:30 p.m. Member;
Department of the Sunday
n I, change in date.
School of the First Baptist
Church held on Wednesday, December 11, at six o'clock in the
evening.
Decorations in the Christmas
66
motif were used at vantage
points throughout the house. Dr.
and Mrs Hugh Noffsinger were
eohosts with the Ho:woo-di for
the supper.
Dr. Noffsinger is the superintendent of the department.
Mrs. Noffsinger, Mrs. Howard,
and W. C. Adams are teachers.
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer and Mrs.
Ray Moore are associate teachers.
Those present were Susan
Tesseneer, Rebecca Tarry, Linda Brownfield, Kathy Simmons,
Yvonne Shriver, Becky Robertson, Karen Smith, Linda Darnell, Rita Ryan, Cheryl Brown,
Linda Harris, Jere Washer, Danny Glover, Dale Miller, Dennis
Goodwin,.Mr. and -Mrs. W. C.
Adams, Dr. and Mrs. Noffsinger, and Mr. and Mrs. Howard.

JAMBCI

'JAM
FRU
CAP
LIBBY

JACK Si

LINDSEY'S

Come to eheeronTslandlor
IslandRoiseTine China
99

.1

•

four-piece set
with purchase of
8 or more gallons
Chevron gasoline

•• •

Bride-elect Given
White Bible In
YWA Ceremony

The Young Women's Auxiliary of the Hazel Baptist Church
recently presented Miss Paula
Cook with a white Bible in a
special ceremony at the church.
This presentation is given to
those members of the auxiliary
who are about to be married.
After a prelude of organ music by Mrs. John White, seven
members and their leader, Mi.
Danny Outland, walked down
the center aisle of the darkened church etrrying multi-colored, lighted candles to the front
of the church where Mim Conk
and Jerry Duncan, the groomelect, were seated.
All the girls wore either
dresses of white or green, the
YWA colors.
A simple ceremony was read
by Mrs. Outland and Bro. B. R.
Winchester, pastor of the
church. The YWA members responded In unison parts of the
service Mrs. J. G. Adams, pre• ••
sident of the Woman's Mission
sty Society, presented the white
Bible to Miss Cook,
takes
about
six
pounds
of
It
Bro. Winchester gave the infresh apricots to make one vocation and ended the service.
• ••
apricots
pound of dried
•
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The official state flower of
Swaziland, newly indepenu Massachusetts is the maynowThe wavelength of orange- ent African nation, has the er.
• • •
red light produced by krypton world's fifth largest a.sbestos
A micron is a measurement
Isotope 86 is used to determine mine, says the National GeoI 25,000th of an inch
the exact length of one meter. graphic
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K
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Start your set of lovely Island Rose Fine China today. Now
,you can own this gracefully fluted, delicately designed
china for less than half the usual retail price. So,come to
Chevron Island, south of the Standard sign, and get your
4-piece set: dinner plate, salad plate, cup and saucer
for just
$1.29 when you buy 8 or more gallons of Chevron**
gasoline.
*Charge ti on your ChetrOrr National Credit Card if you prefer.
$$$$$$ Davao.,t“...10. of*,...

STANDARD
OIL
j
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FROM ALL THE FOLKS AT COOPERMARTAIN
111 DE PAIN%

We Reserve
The Right To
Limit Quantities
None Sold to Dealers

SUGAR

3. Clyde Mc-

Garentertain.

Michael

✓

8
8.

•

Sugar

1.95
LP...
*8.88
WE RATES
OLOR TV

Prom
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(
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Swift Premium

JAMBO BLACKBERRY

•

'JAM
FRUIT COCKTAIL
CAKE MIX

59t
2 49t
$1

- Lb.

SAVE 20*

Jar

LIBBY

can $299

Swift Hostess

HAMS

lb

$149

Honeysuckle Sliced

Smoked

TURKEY

PICNICS

with Gravy 28-oz. pkg. $1 79

Whole

39``

lb

16-02.

GOLD CREST HEN

Cans

JACK SPRAT

choice of
I for the
Window
▪ pocket.

CANNED HAM _

TURKEYS

19-0z.
Boxes

'ray

$5.95

SWIFT PREMIUM
DEEP BASTED

GOLDCREST HEN
18 lbs.
& up

TURKEYS

VITT[1111ALI:

TURKEYS

Lb.

Swift Premium

are
mohey
re, t
cost
the
buy
Sure they
not
why
worth more, Christmas feats!
your
best for
to 22 lbs.
Available from 10

Swift Premium Proten

[RANKS
BACON
ROUND STEAK

65' CHUCK ROAST
MINUTE STEAJ(S
"fb
BEEF

Swift Premium

lb. bgrb

ALUMINUM FOIL
TUNA
.CREAM CHEESE

SAUCE

•

Roll

Rich's Whip - 10-oz. pkg.

LUCKY STRIKE

39*

TOPPING

LIGHT MEAT CHUNK
Can

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

3

25C

Pet Ritz Frozen - Auule, Peach, Cherry
20-oz. pies

3 for *1

PIES

Whole or
Strained
(Reg. 2 599

Hyde Park Brown 'N Serve

ROLLS

9

II),de Park - 37-oz. jar

6,

pkgs.

15-0Z.

can

4q0

SALAD DRESSING _ _ _ _ 39e

Florida TANGELOS

insporktrop4tio...4

Florida -

with coupon
helot'?

•
••

• +4'

Yr"
•

TANGERINES _ _

5-Lb.
Bag

s
••• .. .•

•••

•••

-r

-h./FLOUR
.

Gold Medal

(11111101 T 4 411 14/N

,,, •

1•`„11

SAVE 31t

••
%

SAVE 31'

with this coupon
(Reg.699

•

\ss
loggpeo.e....emeeisummg

-,

PEACHES

N

FLOUR

doz. 69' FLORIDA
3 doz. qORANGES

With This
Coupon
Plain or Self -Rising
5-1b.
bac

38

Limit: 1 Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Expires Dec. 24th. 1968
at Your
Redeem Cool
COOPER -MARTIN,! FOOD STORES
0556281k
XleattiVd%

79rb

2
10

294

Macaroni or Spaghetti -'7-oz. pkg.

DELMONICO

PASCAL
Large

Save 31 w"11 "uP('"(; I 1) 11 EDAL
•

$119

Tr -Valley Whole Spiced - 1-1b. 13-oz. can

8-0x
Pkgs.

$1 CELERY
FLOUR

— — lb.

Boneless

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

25-Ft.

lb

Swift Premium Proten

Swift Premium Proten

ALCOA HEAVY DUTY -.18-INCH

,
69

Stalk

10°

Jonathan - 4-lb. bag

3

doz.

1

APPLES

69* •

No. 1 Kiln Dried

YAMS

WE WILL BE

CLOSED
CHRISTMAS DAY
WED., DEC. 25th, 1968

2 lbs. 35*

it
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Give Alligator His Hide
For Christmas, Is Slogan

LEDGER
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lEntertainer Hurt
gal activities of these poacheso In Auto Accident
was printed in Audubon maga-

zine this fall.
By educational exposes such
as this, the Society Dopes, as
one member put it, "to make
This is typical of the local women feel ashamed to carry
"Give an alogator his hide
for Christmas." That's the slo- Anduboa campaigns, not only alligator bags or be seen in
gan the National Audubon So- to save the alligator but also to ocelot."
ciety would like to spread a- stop the sale of the fun of enIf it's luxury they want, this
cross the country this season dangered animals from other can be supplied by alligatorleopard,
continents—such
the
as
to persuade people NOT to buy
grain leathers now being proalligator handbags or accessor- cheeth and ocelot.
duced that cost as much and
The appeal is to reaiion. Re- look as "smart" as the real
ies as gifts.
It's part of a continuing cam- commended tactics are visit or thing
paign carried out by the na- write to an owner whose store
At the same time the Society
tional conservation organization runs an ad for alligator bags feels the best answer is making
conexplaining
coats,
the
fur
or
to stop the illegal slaughter of
the product unavailable. The flthe fast-disappearing American servationist position. If this re- nal victory in its turn-of-thethe
quest to stop the sale of
century fight to save the egret
alligator.
The slogan was Dorn in Cin- articles doesn't work, then the came with the passage of a law
cianati. where local Audubon membership is mobilized to making it illegal to buy, sell
societies used it to rally opposi- write letters and make tele- or wear egret feathers.
tion to a prominent department phone calls.
The last Congress considered
U there still is no coopera- a bill to prohibit inter-state
store's ad suggeeting alligator
accharge
store,
from
the
bags as the ideal Christmas tion
shipment of alligator and other
count customers are organized hides taken illegally. It also
gift.
One Audubon member alert- to write, saying they will close included a provision banning
ed others in the Society and or- oat their accounts unless the the importation of endangered
ganized a campaign. A local store's policy is changed.
species from abroad.
CniUag at it from another dicolumnist did a story about the
Officers from Audubon and
organrection,
national
several
drive. Next day the store reother conservation organizations
reAudubon,
including
ceived a flood of telephone calls ltaTinoll,
gave expert teetimooy on behalf
objecting to the ad. Some cus- cently started a campaign to of the bW. Lnditqual mertibers
tomers went to the store per- try to persuade leading news- : of Audubon
and many other or,
sonally to speak to the buy- papers to refuse to accept these ganuations wrote their Confirst
place.
in
the
ads
er. Others wrote letters.
gressmen, urging the bill's pasOnce in a while, more flam- -sage. The House did
Before long the buyer in the
pass the
methods
One
boyant
are
used.
handbag department vowed she
'bill, with no opposition expresswomen
New
—
York
group
of
ed. But late in the session, the
wouldn't buy another alligator
handbag for anything in the representing a number of dif- fur trades mobilized to voice
Audubon ferent • conservation clubs — loud objections to the measure.
Cincinnati
world.
members then started a plan picketed a Fifth Avenue shore It was stalled in the Senate and
to spread their campaign thro- protesting the sale of rare furs. died when Congress adjourned.
They didn't make a dent in the
ughout the state.
Undoubtedly, it will revived,
As one of the Cincinnati cam- store's policy, but they receiv- though, in the 91st Congress.
ed
wide
publicity.
Some
MOTI And meantime, Audubon mempaigners put it: "In many
casee, the people selling these the later, the first break-through bers are working to spread
goods just don't know that came when one New York fur- their campaign to "Give an al
their ads, creating a demand rier announced he would not ligator his hide for Christmas.'
for merchandise made from the sell furs made from the hides,
animal's hide, are rapidly bring- of endangered species.
Thus Audubon is trying to
ing the animal to the edge of
Marietta, Ohio, became the
extinction— particularly in this change public attitudes. Practime of affluence when more tically all American alligator first permanent settlement
and more luxury items are hides that reach the market are with an established civil govillegally taken by poachers — ernment in the Northwest Tersold."
often in the Everglades or other ritory. in 1788.

WINTON, N. C. ass — Enter
tuner Christine Jorgeneon suffered a minor arm injury Saturday when she wrecked her

oar near here.
The North Carolina Highway
Patrol said Miss Jorgenson, who
changed her sex from male to
female in a series of operations
In Denmark 17 years ago, was
speeding 70 miles per hour oa
rain-slick US 19 one mile south
of the Virginia 'tete line.
Miss Jorgenson, 42, had been
visiting relatives in Wilmington, N. C. Her car skidded into
a ditch and struck a culvert.
She said she thought a msn
mas Lod/owing her and the
illmedsd up to get away.
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Dr. Carl Brown Heads Near
East Studies At Princeton

By /GAN O'SULLIVAN
TF YOU are fresh out of
I novel ideas for company'scoming menus, cast an eye
on the main dishes suggested
today They share several virtues_ Each is offbeat and that
is important for meals making
g-uest appearances An unusual entree adds zest and enjoyment to the occasion.
In addition, each is easy to
make and on the economical
side features that will find
favor with homemakers who
DR_ L. CARL BROWN
have to budget both time and
money
Princeton, N. J. - Dr. L.
Both Swedish Fish Souffle
Carl Brown, 40-year-old Asand Fettucine Fiorello can be
sociate Professor of Oriental Stoaccompanied with a crisp
les, has been named Director
tossed salad and hot garlic
of Princeton University's Probread, as can Greek Meatgram in Near Eastern Studies, efballs, which should be served
fective February 1, It was reon fluffy white rice
ported today by Dr. Robert F.
FETTUCINE FIORILLO
Gotteen, President of the Uni14, pound sweet butter
versity.
liS ounces cooked smoked
Professor Brown,a graduate of
tongue, cut in strips
Vanderbilt University and Har11, ounces raw, smoked
T.
vard, succeeds Professor
bacon, cut in strips
Cuyler Young, the Horatio Whit1 10, ounces prosciutto, cut
ridge Garrett Professor of PerIn strips
sian Language and History who
1 tablespoon Al. Sauce
has headed the Near Eastern
1,4 teaspoon black pepper
Stedies Program for the past
year, al he did from 1954 until
Vs cup heavy cream
1962.
pound fettucine
FLAVORFUL SECRF.TS of Fettucine Fiorello include tongue. bacon, A 1 Sauce. butter
The new director, a native of
(or spaghettini)
Mayfield, Ky., began a six-year
cooked al dente
period of service with the U.S.
Serves 4
2 ounces grated
and cook for 20 minutes Let
Bake in 6-cup souffle dish
Foreign Service in 1953, serving
SWEDISH FISH SOUFFLE
parmesan cheese
cool
about 30 minutes at 375 F. or
in Beirut, Lebanon, where he
1,
, pounds haddock
In large saucepan melt butReserve stock and flake fish
until crust is nicely browned
spent IA months in the American
3 tablespoons butter or
ter, adding tongue, bacon and
from skin and bone making 2
About 10 minutes before it is Embassy's Arabic Language and
margarine
prosciutto. Sauté 5 to 8 minto 3 cups fish flakes
done, sprinkle top lightly with
Area Training Program,and then
% cup flour
utes, until browned. Add A.1.
Prepare cream sauce by
cheese.
in Khartoum. Sudan, where he
pepper- and balf---e6.4i•ikelr'-this-adeL_.•
vgis the Embassy's economic!,
1 teaspoon salt
Cream
flour, milk and 1 cup fish
GREEK MEATBALLS
officer. He is the son of Mrs.
Dash of pepper
ingredients have
When
stock tin which fish has
Carl Brown, 616 So. 2nd and mar1 pound ground meat.
4 eggs separated
sauteed for two minutes, add
boiled) Add fish, salt and
ried the former Ann Stokes ol
lamb or beef
1 tablespoon Ai. Ranee- pepper Remove from fire
fettucine. remaining cream
Mayfle Id.
small onion, grated
Returning to the United States
Grated che
.
ise
and remaining black pepper
Beat egg yolks and stir into
cup raw rice
Cut fish into 3 or 4 slices
Is 1958, Dr. Brown attended HarRemove from flame, sprinmixture Mix in A.1 Sauce
Mint (chopped) to
vard University, completing his
and place in pot Pour over it
kle with Parmesan cheese and
Cool
Fold In beaten egg
taste
Ph.D. in history and Middle Eastenough hot water to cover
serve on hot plates
whites
Salt and pepper
,
ern studies in 1962. From 1961
Flour
until 1966 he was on the faculty
Meat stock
at Fiarvard as an Assistant ProCombine meat, onion, rice,
fessor of Middle Eastern Studmint. salt anti pepper to taste.
ies,
Place in refrigerator for half
In 1946-47 he served on active
an hour.
dula, with the U. S. Air Force,
Remove meat from refrig- and following graduation from
erator and roll into small Vitiderbilt in 1950, he attended
the University of Virginia and
meatballs Roll or flour and
drop into simmering stock. Me London School of Economics
Wore entering the Foreign SerCook until meat is tender. apvice,
proximately 35 minutes.
Coauthor of Tunisia: The PolNote: If no stock is availitics of Modernization (1964) and
able, use 3 bouillon cubes diseditor of State and Society in
solved in 3 cups water. Bring
Independent North Africa, Proto k boil, add meatballs and
fedeor Brown is a specialist
rook until meat is tender.
In the modern history of the
Serves 4 to 6
Near East and North Africa,
SALAD SUGGESTIONS
When serving salad with a with particular emphasis on the
Arabic-speaking world. lie is the
company meal, make it spetranslator (with commentary) of
cial by using several greens
The Surest Path - The Politichoose from romaine, iceberg.
Treatise of a 19th Century
bibb or Boston lettuce, spin- cal
Muslim Statesman (1967). He is
ach. chicory, watercress or
a member of Phi Beta Kappa,the
escarole.
African Studies Association, the
In addition to tomatoes, cuMiddle F.ast Institute, and the
cumbers, radishes and onions,
.Middle East Studies Association.
try any of the following in a
salad - drained canned artiDr. Young, 68, a lifelong stuchoke hearts, green pepper
dent and analyst of Sear Eastern
strips, crumbled roquefort or
'Mains, has been on the PrinceCheddar cheese, canned or
ton faculty since 1947, and has
cooked stringbeans, sliced
instrumental in making
been
avocados
Princeton a leading center In AmTo season your salad dressarias for the study of the Near
ing select from these herbs•
Eastern and thei Islamic world.'
He became chain-man of the Deorgan°, thyme. marjoram,
basil, parsley. garlic salt
partment ref Oriental Studies,
RISE TO THE OCCASION with Swedish Fish Souffle Serve with tossed salad, hot bread
paprika
which he i•ontinues to head. in

Fre
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INSIDE APOLLO — Here Is a look-see inside the Apollo 8
spacecraft. Its destination from Cape Kennedy. from the
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RENDEZVOUS WINDOWS

DOCKING
COLLAR

COOLING
SYSTEM
RADIATORS

TAKING OVER in Michigan
is Lt. Gov. William G. Milliken, 46, who looks anything
but unhappy about it, now
that Gov. George Romney is
leaving to become secretary
of Housing and Urban Development in new ("abinet.

is
e

o
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WEDNEBDAY—DECEM)3ER 18.

iational preserves. A vivid description of the crest and ille-

•

Saturn 5 launch, is the vicinity of the Moon to test systems
and procedures for lunar landings and space operations

The people of Sao Paul,
Brazil, are known as Paulistaa.
• •
The U.S dog population is
about 30 million
•

The dendrosoter, a small insect, keeps Dutch elm disease
under control by killing 70 per
cent of the elm bark beetles
that spread it

C

1954

A native of Moosic, Pa., Professor Young is a graduate of the
College of Wooster, Princeton
and Princeton Theological Seminary, and received an honorary
Doctor of Letters degree in 1960
from Wooster.
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A Switch
LINCOLN, England (UPI)—
Pop art posters, armchairs
Painted in psychedelic colors
and loudspeakers playing Beetle music have replaced the
"silence" signs in a new wing
of Lincoln's Central Library.
Library director T 110112as
Baker explained "many teenagers do not like normal libraries. We are giving then a P013
atmosphere to put them at
ease." The whole aim, he said,
was to lure the teen-agers back
to books.

•

Big School
NEW YORK (UPD—Enrollment in the New York State
University system totals 159,400 students this year. an increase of 21,000 over the last
academic year. In addition,
there are 100.339 part time
students this year. There are
63 State University campuses
now conducting classes across
the state Pour new locations
were opened In 1968.

The original walled c*'cif
Copenhagen, Denmark, actually lies underneath modern Co-

penhagen.

PI

•
"SILENT NIGHT" CHAPEL- -Austria s in a month-long celebration of the 150th anniversary of the Christmas carol
"Silent Night," and this is the chapel, built in 1937, on the
site of the original SL Nicholas Church where Josef Mohr
wrote the lyrics and Franz Gruber wrote the music, for
guitar. They composed it a few hours before midnight mass
In 1818, and as 111 luck would have it, the organ broke down.

•

.16

SPECIA
ONLY 891
19
....
Reg. $1.20
REGULAR BOX
One Day Only Thursday December

•

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

s4\
t.

fa-c6i
•••••••

We fix Sunday dinner seven days a week.
COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

Kentucky Tried Ckieken.
12th & SYCAMORE
••••

• DIA

153-1101

MURRAY, KY.
•••• .11
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FIELDS FULLY COOKED

U.S. Grade 'A' HEN

HAMS

o4 4

RAII=1

8
1968.,

TURKEYS

LOVELL 1

SHANK PORTION it

ISTRUMENT
PANEL

C

TUNNEL
AND
DOCKING
COLLAR

10 - 14 1.b.
Average

Lb.
FIELDS 14 — 16 Pound Average — WHOLE —

COUCH
U SPE N SIO N
ARMS

FULLY COOKED HAMS 59L,,
RIBS Lk 590 BACON eth HAMS"99
CAKE MIX DRESSING SOUP
FOIL
4
3 89t
99
49c 3 mFocitan 33c
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
Closed Sunday
Northside Shopping Center

/OUSTERS)

it systems
pperations.

a small inelm disease
tilling 70 per
bark beetles

Fresh Lean SPARE

Pillsbury

White
Yellow
Chocolate
IGA SWEET

COUNTRY

MATCHLESS

Miracle Whip SAW

25 ft. roll
12" wkle

FOR

et

Squat Can

IGA ALUMINUM

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO

KRAFT MARSHMALLOW

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA CREAM

POTATOES 31t CREME loz 2For39C CHEESE
jar

MAXWELL HOUSE

FOR

IGA POTATO

3 oz pkg

29t

DELMONTE CRUSHED

SHORTENING

COFFEE CHIPS CRISCO PINEAPPLE
69t iwmBat 39t
73c

long celenas carol
17, on the
met Mohr
nusic, for
lght mass
Ace down.

1 lb.
Can

DIAMOND BABY

#2 Can

FOR $1 00

IGA BROWN & SERVE

Pkg. of 12

"Can

$.

CLOSED

Lk. Pkg.

WALNUTS 490 CHRISTMAS OILS 2 119
APPLES 5901COINUTS 19t
ORIDA
HI

FRESH

COOKING or EATING

Each

COCOANUIF"zEN
3

RED

FROZEN PIE

SHELLS oPk
f g2.29

Bag

Pkg 4F" 1.00
FRESH - CRISP

PET

FLORIDA

CELERY GRAPES UNGER/ES ORANGES
590
190 3 Doll')
8 lb.
Bag

Pound

tirossmollpgrgatoW4144magragssmssmwalisatals1011141P0
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AN ANIMAL which in
.
; Prance shares the house with
the rest of the family has found
a place in the American home.
but with *le difference!"
The sliver Charolais is almost
,a family pet on small French
farms. In the United States it
beefsteak on the table.
are
Ishar-o-lay
Charolais
..the fastest growing breed in
- :the cattle industry in the world,
.;tsays the Amencan-Internation• ill Charolais Assn., which tripled
...Its membership in the past tour
rars and built a $356.000 headquarters at Houston. Tex.
. From the largest Charolais
.sjanches in Texas to the smallin Wisconsin. the reason
for the popularity of the
-Mister cattle is the same faster
rain.
" Emmanuel B. Fuchs of Monroe, Vi'is . who crosses ChartsJais bulls with Hereford cows.
•.:7Zays his cattle go to market
..,,-."two months sooner" than his
. _Herefords ever did.
• • •
,
"CATTIJE3fEnti get more beef
•••• for their investment," is the way
::-.Tames Van Horne of Daggett.
Calif.. put it.
Dan and Charles Shager of
•
South Wayne, Wis., reported
the same fast growth when
a. crossing Charo'ais with Angus
• cows. By repeated crossbreed• ing they wil have a strain of
• -15 16th Charolais in a few
a, years.
If Charolais are so goad, why
V
.;-'bother crossing them with othst er breeds 7 The answer lies in
I • the cost and scarcity of Charo•
e_lais, according to Fuchs. who
;rents. but does not own a bull.
The Shager brothers paid
a
$2,530 for their first bull calf
S 'and thought it a bargain. Char•

The first round of the tourmiasma will take place on Wedasides, December 18, and the
finals will be held Saturday,
December 21.
The first game in the upper
bracket will pit Headland se
gainat Hickman County and
Wednesday night's second game
will find Murray High playing Saab Marshall.
The second night's action
stars off with the Carlisle County Comets .playizur the Mayfield Cardinals and Benton and
Calloway County will meet in
,the nightcap.
Wednesday night's vrinners
will meet in the first game FriA Chorolois bull.
day night and Thursday night's
olais bulls are bringing as much winners will play in the sefor a cond game.
.51000
as $100.000 to $:
single animal.
Friday night's winners will
Getting a Charolais bull is meet for the championship Sat
not easy in the United States. urday night and the losers of
France are Friday night will meet in a
Imports f rom
barred until that country goes consolation game.
a full year without any reports
Game time for the first game
of hoof and mouth disease.
each night is 7:00 p. in. and for
American cattlemen get their
the second game is 8:30 p. M.
Charolais through Canada, the
Admiasion will be $1.25 for
Bahamas, Japan. Mexico and
adults and 75 cent' for stuthe tiny French islands of St.
dents.
and Miquelon off NewPierre
foundland.
Since 1966 Canada imported
664 Charolais from France, and
of that number 188 found their
way to the U.S.
In Canada they were quarantined for five months and
checked for infection before release, according to the Canadian Agriculture Department.

Si

s.

Red Forces
Shell South
Vietnam

kesmen said,
The announcements came as
South Vietnam's premier, Tran
Van Huong, said the Communists
are massing for a 30,000 man
nationwide offensive and that 600
Viet Cow already have been seized in Saigon in two months.
Heaviest of the guerrilla attacks was a 45-round barrage into
a South Vietnames outpost guardV11
ing Tam Ky followed by a twoground probe at the city itself.
Military spokesmen said South
Vietnamese troops beat back the
Communists, killing four on the
rainfall averag
November
fringes of the provincial capital
3.4 inches across the Tennessee 340 miles north of Saigon. Allied
Valley, just about normal for losses were described as ligh.
the month, TVA reports.Most of the night attacks lastRainfall in the westerr, part, ed only a few seconds and inflictof the Valley was reported above ed "light" over all casualties in
normal for November, after hea- towns and bases from the southvy rains fell during the last week ern Mekong Delta to the northern
of the month in west Tennessee. I Corps.
Highest November rainfall total
In attacks on U. S. camps, the
reported to TVA was 8.24 inches Reds slammed five rounds into
at Perryville, on Kentucky Lake.. a Navy supply depot near Da
The lowest was 1.25 inches at Nang, 15 into a base of the 173rd
Elizabethton, Tenn.
Airborne Brigade in the Central
In the eastern part of the Highlands, 10 into an outpost 36
Tennessee Valley rahifall was miles north of Saigon, and fly
less than usual for November, into another outpost 20 mlles
and streamflows continued below northwest of the capital. I
normal for the tenth month in a
Huong said in an interview
row.
the guerrillas were massing for
a "winter-spring" offensive whose outcome will influence the
Communist strategy at the Paris
talks.
"If they are defeated , they
FederM State Market News will call for a cease-fire so they
Service 12-18-68 Kentucky Pur- can rest and prepare to start all
chase Ares Hog Market Report
over again at a favorable momeIncludes 9 Buying Stations.
nt," Huong said.
Receipts 1327 Head. Barrows
North Vietand Gilts. Steady to 25e Lower; The Viet Cong and
namese cia not have the strength
Sows, Steady
US 2-3 190-240 lbs 818.50-19.00, to mount another Tet-type offFew 1-2 $19.25; ensive, he said, "What they are
US 2-4 290-240 lias $18 00-18.50; looking for is a propaganda vicUS 2-4 230-260 lbs $17 23-18.00; tory."
US 3-4 250-280 lbs 816.7547.50:
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 814 00-15 25;
-US 1-3 300-450 Has $13.25-1425;
US 2-3 400-600 lbs 813.00-13.25.
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Market Report

A Columbus
FIRST NEGRO ON OHIO SUPREME COURT
Municipal Court judge and 41-year-old son of a bootblack,
Robert M. Duncan smiles with his family after being appointed to the Ohio Supreme Court by Gov. James A Rhodes.
He is the first Negro to serve on the state's highest tri_ banal. WithnLare his wife and their children. Linn, fe''
Vincent. 6, and Tracy, 5 months.

1,800

thunderstorms

rage around file- wp at any
given moment. says tJae Rational Geographic

:11T21113C111noozkockalin

Fires in 1848 razed two nationally
known New York City landmarks
First, the third quarters of P. T. Barnum's
Museum were made a ruin. The successive
Barnum exhibitions at various sites in downtown Manhattan, of human freaks, animals
and other curious attractions. shrewdly ballyhooed by Barnum as an -Academy of Ob.
• feet Teaching." had become traditional Christmas-time treats for families in New York
and out-of-town visitors. Thus the fire was
sad news to youngsters across the country
expectant of excursions to the Museum situated then in Broadway between Spring and
Prince Sts.
In contrast, the burning of Fort Lafayette
in New York Harbor. on Dec. 1. was a joyous happening for many men who served
or had been confined there. The circular
brick structure had been built on a one-acrereef at the Narrows, or opening to Upper
New York Bay. in 1831. It stood opposite
Fort Hamilton and within sight of Wads-

78-D

•

worth, on Staten Island, in the system of
defenses guarding the approach to the Hud,
son River.
In 1863 Fort Lafayette was converted to
a prison for hundreds of persons suspected
of disloyal actions, many without arraignments in courts. It was crowded after antimilitary service draft riots that mid-summer
fomented by Confederate Rebel sympathizers.
Still more were packed into Fort Lafayette
the next year. as a result of attempts of
Confederate agents to promote panic in New
York through organized arson and sabotage.
Among the places to which fire was set on
that latter occasion Ineffectually was Barnum'• Museum
The Museum might have been saved in
1868 if the temperature had not been close
to zero. Water poured upon the building
froze, and encased the flames like a furnace
against the fighters Relative inaccessibility
of Fort Lafayette prevented its being reached
by adequate salvage equipment.

CLARK KINNAIRD
Fart Lafayette as

nii,...,,L,
•

Distributed b) King F•GIU1.•

pictured In mideentury. OriginFort Diaally
mond. It was renamed when the
%hated
Marquis
After
the
the fire In 1848,
the reef became
ales of a magazine for
naval
munitions being
manufactured In
New York area

Mayfield Woman
Hurt In Wreck

41

E MOO&

MAYFIELD, Ky., Dec. 17 Mrs. Robert Rehm, wife of the
manager of the General Tire &
Rubber Co. plant here, has been
admitted to Fuller-Morgan Hospital for treatment of a spine
injury suffered in a one-car traffic accident near Coldwater this
morning
State Trooper James Potter
said Mrs. Rehm and her 4-yea-old daughter, Sandra, were
travelling south on KY 121 five
miles south of Murray when her
car skidded on an icy bridge.
The vehicle plunged down an
embankment, overturned a n d
came to rest on its top.
Mrs. Rehm's daughter sustained only minor injuries, the
trooper said.

ego

ACCIDENTS ARE...

ION

(Continued From Pegs 1)

hood, right front fender, ano
left back fender.
Later at 11 a.m. Mrs. Geraldine Underhill Baker of Hardin
Route One, driving a 1962 Ford
two door hardtop, was going
west on Highway 94, one mile
east of Murray, at the Clarks
River Bridge.
Mrs. Baker hit ice on the
bridge, slid off the road on the
Friends of Wells and alumni north side of the road, according to the sheriff deputies' reregard this home as the "birthplace" of Murray State Univer- port.
Damage to the car was on
sity The same old oaks are
there, and the southwest cor- the left back fender and gall
ner of the campus remains as tank with an estimated damage
it was in those early days. The of $75.00.
Tuesday morning at 8:10
first sidewalk is still there and in the hush of a Christmas Overton Ferrell Ledford of
afternoon you will see, per- Princeton, driving a 1967 Falchance, a Murray alum stroll- con, hit the bridge abutment of
ing and thinking of bygone the bridge on old US. Highway
641, according to the sheriffs
days and Dr. Wells.
The old sidewalk leads to the report. No estimate of the damold Administration
Building age was given.

Dr. Viernher son Britian at the Apelio-a.aturn C

VON BRAUN: SPACE CRUSADER
By JOHN C. MANOR
Central Press Science Writer
IN THE year 1955, before the first Sputnik, how would you,
have gone about convincing the U.S. government of the importance of building giant rockets to orbit earth satellites, establish
a base on the Moon and explore the planets of.our solar system"
This was the goal that Dr. Wernher von Braun, a new citizen 111
of this country and a world-renowned rocket scientist, had set
his sights on. It was the dream he had as a teen-ager in the
Germany before Hitler and it was his lifetime goal of travel to
the stars that led to his arrest in 1944 by the Nazis for refusing
to construct V-2 rockets with warheads, as ordered.
Von Braun's escape, with 127 of his top engineers, put him
once again in the position of --- —
building rockets for war, this space launch system. The final
time for theet1.S. Army Ballistic result now stands on Pad A of
Missile Agency.
Complex 39 at Cape Kennedy.
His goals had not changed.
H
Wernher von Braun was no silk
In 1948 he delivered his first longer a curiosity. He and his W
scientific paper on the impor- team of scientists were the
tance of orbiting satellites, and prime advisers for the assembly
began publishing articles in of the most complex large scale
magazines on the impact engineering program in history.
f
family
of the space age soon to come.
Specifications went out for
• • •
the design and construction of
IN HIS SPARE time he wrote
a giant spaceport, able to asbooks on the exploration of the
semble and launch 36-story
Moon and Mars and with Walt
rockets weighing over three
Disney produced the first tech- thousand tons.
nically accurate movie on the
In 1963 Col, George Finley of
exploration of space.
the U.S. Army Engineers Corps
He was asked to lecture
was given the job of organizing
across the country, and became
the design and construction of
known as the super salesman
the new 88,000-acre Kennedy
and pra.phet of space. During
Space Center and Complex 39.
this period he was often conThe Merritt Island project was
sidered a curiosity and an oddto last three years and cost
ball, generally rejected by the
billion, involvAmerican scientific community. more than $1.2
i ng 300 design engineers and
' On Dec. 14, 1957, testifying
15,000 craftsmen and technibefore a U.S. Senate subcommittee, Dr. Von Braun made the clans.
"
•
first formal proposal to create
IT WOULD be inaccurate to
an independent national space
agency with a long-range goal credit any one individual for
of the conquest of space and the completion of a milestone con-the orbiting of sidered impossible only 10 years
milestone
96e2i-the
st1on
an
a
first
ago. This first step to the Moon
On Oct. 1, 1958, NASA was has been a group effort of more
established and in 1960 Von than 350.000 Americans, but in
Braun became director of the interviews for this series, the
Marshall Space Flight Center, name most often mentioned
his direction. was Wernher von Braun, super
whcre, under
5,500 scientists, engineers and salesman and space crusader.
technicians began assembling
and testing the world's larcest

built by the citizens of Murray
and Calloway County. It Is now
known as Wrather Hall. It sturdily reflects the foresight and
planning of the Wells era, for
(Continued From Page 1)
it truly was a gift of the community to Murray State.
house, her bright red coat surfThen there is Wells Hall,j
ing out behind her.
built in 1923 and named for!
Mary, her tear-strained face
the founder of this college. The
looking around in bewilderauditorium, another dream of
ment, was marched out by two
Dr Wells, was one of the finin
policewomen
grim-faced
est in the Southland when it
thick coats, and sped to a tiny,
was built and it is still one of
top-security cell in the Lower
the most beautiful. Wilson Hell,
Newton tuyeniie prison just outthe Library, Training School
side Newcastle;
and Ordway Hall were other
Tiny Girl
structures envisioned and built
Mary Bell is a tiny girl with
by Dr. Wells and his regents.
a sweet, childish face, bobbed
When he resigned from the,
nose and bright, devilish eyes.
presidency to go to Omaha in
Her dark hair is cropped short,
1933, the leaving of his frilong, thick bangs touch her
ends, relatives and associates
eye ro
He
his
almost broke
beheart.
"She could be charming and
came a great attorney and ex- !
many of her neighbors always
ecutive for Woodmen of the
thought she was just a nice
World and was responsible for!
girl." said Detective Chief Stiplegislation and ajudication that
erintendent Harvey Burrows
involved millions of dollars.
)
"I was attending a musical i
good healthy bairn child," said
auditorium
in a greatpom
June Brown, mother of Martin.
in Omaha one evening," he
"She'd oft take me dear Mar
lated to friends, "and I requesttin out for a walk and buy him
ed that the artist of the evena sweetie."
ing sing 'My Old Kentucky
It was the promise of a
Home'" Tears came in his eyes
"sweetie" which Mary used to.
occasas he remembered' the'
lure her second victim, Brian
ion. "I'm telling you, we alHowe, onto his death-bed. - a
most packed up and came home
concrete block in the rat-into Murray that night." Upon
fested vacant lot called "The
retirement from the Woodmen
Tin Lizzie."
of the World duties, he and Mrs.
After Brian's body was found.
Wells did come back to live
Mary took up a collection to
their remaining years in their buy a wreath for his grave.
beautiful home south of the "She
come up to the house and
city. He died June 15, 1958.
gives us this wreath, a big,
When a tormer faculty mem- green, good-smelling one, and
ber visited him a short time she put in 10 shillings of her
fore hfr death:" Dr.. Watts.'awn," swat Brian's burly fattier,'
grasped the hand of his friend Harry Howe
But when Martin Brown was
WRITTEN BY: Bob McGaughey and quoted in a clear, ringing
voice the entire poem, "Cross- strangled. Mary brought only
David Irwin,associate profess- ing the Bar." And as he started her curiosity to the Brown's
or of geoeraphy at Murray State the poem with the words, front door. "I'd like to see
University, has been named in"Sunset and evening star," Martin in his coffin," she said
the 1968 edition of "American somehow it seemed that this pressing her nose up against
Men of Science (Social and Be- was the Christmas star under the screen.
which he was born on Christ-.
havioral)."
Irwin, who joined the Murray um Day, December 25, 1875,
The Yoke's On 1h.m
State faculty in 1964, was also
In Any Case
selected to have his biography
NEW YORK (UPI)- What
NOW YOU KNOW
to appear in three other lists
is the strongest part of the
this year: "Who's Who in the by United Praia Internaflewsal ox' Americans feel It's his
and back: they use
South and Southwest, 1967-68,"
The blue whale can•grow to shoulders
"Community Leaders in Amer- 150 tons, far larger than the a neck yoke on the ox for
ica, 1968," and "Leaders in Am- elephant or even the largest greater pulling. Canadians feel
it's the neck and use a head
erican Science, 1968-69."
dinosaur.
yoke.
A native of Tennessee Ridge,
A.
B.
the
earned
Irwin
Tenn.,
and the M. S. degrees at the
University of Tennessee and taught there for two years prior to
coming to Murray.
He served as acting chairman
of the geography division from
1965-67, and actieg chairman of
the MST! social science department this past summer.
Faculty sponsor of Gamma Theta Upsilon, honorary geography
fraternity at Murray State, he
was elected president of the Kentucky Council of Geography Teachers in April,
He is a member of the Association of American Geographers,
the National Council of Geography Teachers, Gamma Theta Up.
tilled, and the American GeograNINE KILLED IN COMMUTER PLANE CRASH Only pieces rephic Society of New York,

II YEAR OLD ...

pies 39A.

David Irwin
Named In Men
.Of Science

A bull giraffe may weigh up
to 2.500 pounds
• • •
About

• 0

(Centlemed Prom Page 1)
CADIZ, Ky., Dec. 17-Reedle
far away as General Coameet
C. Stall. 73, a resident of Cadiz, for the Woodmen of the World
died Tuesday at 2:30 am in at Omaha. Neb., he would make
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He. elaborate and detailed plans to
had been ill for about a year. come home to Murray for the
He was a native of Stewart holidays. He loved his fox
County, Tenn., and a member hounds and his card games with
of Crockett's Creek Baptist his relatives and friends of forChurch. He was a timber mai mer days.
and sawmill operator.
He once wrote that his fayHe is survived by one son. onte hymn was "Battle Hymn
James R. Stall of Detroit. Mich. of the Republic." His most beand two sisters, Mrs. T. G. Win- loved song was "Drink to Me
field of Paducah and Mrs. Al- Only With Thine Eyes," and
bert Wallace of Cadiz.
the Twenty-Third Psalm was
Funeral services will be held his chosen Biblical passage,
Wednesday at 2 p m. at GoodHis favorite food? "Country
win Funeral Home. Burial will sausage, gravy and hot bisbe in East End Cemetery.
cuits."
Dr. Wells listed three persons who had the most influence on his life: "Other than
my family, Professor G. H.
Throop, Chancellor Alfred Holbrook, and Bishop H. A. Boaz"
Today on the campus at Murray State University - perhaps snow-covered at Christmas
time - the footprints of Dr.
Wells are still evident. In the
center of the front campus is
his old home, now being refurbished and renovated as the
By ALVIN B. WEBB, JR.
campus home of President and
SAIGON UPI - Communist fo- Mrs. Harry M. Sparks. Its exrces shelled 13 cities, towns and terior is virtually the same as
allied military bases from one it was when Dr. and Mrs. Wells
end of South Vietnam to tile other dreamed their dreams of a
Tuesday and today, military spo- great university in their back.

The Calloway County Christmas Tournament wait open tonight at naien o'clock at the
Calloway County High School.
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Reedie Stall,73,
Dies; Rites Set

Meet Charolais Bull, Calloway
'Now Popular in U.S. Tournament
Opens Here

Isfe„ t

Queoec Is the largest and
oldest of the Canadian provinces.

main alter a commuter, twin engine. turbo prop jet airliner'
crashed near Orange County Airport, Santa Ana, Calif.
killing all nine persona aboard. The plane was making a
radio guided approach in a dense fog when it smashed into
an embankment of a freeway

A broken arm
suffered in a fall from a tree in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, doesn't
keep Dick Gilmore from playing his drums with the Shades
of Blue at a recreation center.

BROKEN "DRUMSTICK" DOESN'T STOP HIM

WANTED
Boy to earn up to 19.00 per
week, after school.
Excellent paper route now open
at the
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ENGLISH PEAS
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I
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WE WILL CLOSE AT 1:00p.m. ON TUESDAY
DEC. 24th IN ORDER THAJAUR-DIPLOYEES
MIEtysEzippRIRISTMAS WITH THEIR FAMILIES
"A"
GRADE
.
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U.S.
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LLECTROI
vim Box
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SHANK PORTION

GRADE "A" HEAVY

EXCELLENT BAKING
QUALITY

5 to 7 lb. avg.

DUNCAN HINES

SMOKED

190Z
BOXES

200Z

6 to 8 lb AVG.
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NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NEWLY OPENED in Murray, a
studio specializing in weddings
and fine portraiture. For appointment cell TUBB'S STUDIO,
223 South 13th. 753-3007.
D- TFNC

BRICK HOUSE; three bedrooms,
two bathe, custom draperies
and carptt throughout. $26,800. Call 753-8737 for appointmeat
TFC

EVERY MONDAY night, 5:00
p. m. to 10:00 p. m.,
fried
chicken,
whipped
potatoes,
country gravy, cola slaw, rolls
• and butter, $1.00. Holiday Inn,
Hwy. 641 South, Murray, Ky.
Dec -3C

FOR SALE

TWO-STORY BRICK, close to
....own and university, 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, screened in
porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3493.
Jan.-$C

BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick
home. Dining room, family
room, GE kitchen, including disZLECISOLUX SALES & Sap posal and dishwasher. Large lot,
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ey, C. fenced back yard. Upper twenK. Sanders. Phone 382-31711. ties. Call for appointment to see
H-Dec.-34-C after 5:00 p. m. and weekends,
Lynnville, Ky.
753-3123
TFC
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFTMurray Woman's Club cook- NEW 4-BEDROOM tri-level with
book, and
Kentucky scenic carpet, fireplace, central heat
• placemats. Call 436-2345 or 753- and air-conchtioning. Phone 7534496 for information. Dec.-19-C 3903.
1)-20-C
GET RID of pests, they wool
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
leave on their own. Termites go
right on eating if you ignore 1965 CHEVROLET Wagon, V-8
them. Kelly's Pest Control is the automatic, with double power.
answer, locally owned and op- New tires, low mileage. Call
erated for 20 years. We can be 436-2323
D-20-C
reached 24 hours a day. If it's
a peat call us. phone 753-3914. 1964 CHEVROLET Wagon, (SouMember Chamber of Commerce ble power, extra clean Phone
and Builders Association LCP-, 436-2323
D-20-C
195. Kelly's Pest Control, 100
So. 13th Street, Phone 753-3914.
WANTED TO BUY
H-D-18-C
WANTED: Firewood delivered.
NEW ANTIQUE SHOP!
D-21-P
Please call 753-7548.
Tuck Trading Post. Owned
operated by Kain Tuck Terri
tory, Inc. Fabulous array
For Children
merchandise. Located two mil Of All Ages
north of Kain Tuck Territory
MANILA (UPI!- The chilthree miles south of Kentack dren's playground at Luneta
Dam, on Hwy. 641. Next to Park allowed adults inside the
Bob's Smorgasbord. Open 74 fenced premises only if accomclays a week, 10 to 4. For ap„ partied by a child. This apparently caused no end of fruspointment
Il 502-527-9948.
D-31 trations for unaccompanied
adults who wanted to swing
"BZLTON/E factory trait beep and teeter-totter on the see
ing aid batteries for all sake saws.
bearing aids, Wallis Drop.
Now a new playground in the
WWI Park allows grownups to swing
and teeter-totter to their dizzying self-content.
FOR RENT

•

•

•

UNFURNISHED 2 - bedroom
brick flat at 708 Payne. Electric heat, air-conditioned, carport, fenced back yard. Phone
753-2335.
D-19-C
NICE SI.F.F.PING rooms for
boys, 1 block from campus Call
753-6425 or 753-5962 Jan-15-NC

•

TWO

FURNISHED

private

IP rooms for boys, with kitchen
privileges. Available for second
semester. Call 753-6546. D-20-C
HOUSE TRAILER for sale or
rent and 2-bectrootri house for
rent. Phone 492-8404.
D-24-P
TWO • BEDROOM ape
available January 15-Februe
ry 1st. Stove and aincondition.. en furnished, drapes, ceramic
V tile bath. Call 753-74.57. 0
corner of Henry and Sunny
lane.

- WAWA

SERVICES OFFERED
NOTICE: We repair* all makes
Vacuum cleaners, toasters, mix.
era, irons, beaters, all small
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 4061
Dec.-38-C
Maple.

•

NINE FLAGS!!! After Shave/
Cologne for men. Now at Holland Drugs. Each Nine Flags
fragrance is as distinctive as
the country which produced it.
Give your man a country this
year. Holland Drugs.
D-24-C

C.

ri36

2 Part of 'to be'

1.1 tr

UnIted Feature Syndicate. Inc.

M

by Charles M. Schulz
(2:R05E13007)

II

sI

-

-

.2

by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy
ROLL 0, YOUR DOG'S
WATER BOWL IS
EMPTY

JUST IN TLME far Christmas.
Ford model tractors. packei individually and in sets. Binington and Forsee, East Highway
94.
D-20-C

TWO MALE Beagle pups. registered. Cali 753-7195. D-20-NC

LOST. Ladies Camel color wool
.jersey top coat. Size .18L_Call
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, 753D-20-C
3375.

GUITAR, good condition, $25.00.
Phone 753-8284 •
D-20-C

Abbii'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

ONE-YEAR-OLD female Siamese cat, house broken, $10.00.
Phone 753-8332.
D-20-C

HELP WANTED
EARN THAT needed money
"The Avon Way". Call 965-3363
for details or write Mrs Evelyn
Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady Grove
Road, Marion, Kentucky 42064.
H-D-19-C

See...
SPANN A WILSON
Murray, Ky.
205 S. 4th
TFC

mnm

Peanuts®

LOST AND FOUND

-ForINSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE & MORTGAGE
LOANS

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!!! Ronson Portable hair dryer. Regular $24.95 now only $12.88.
Hurry, Holland Drugs.
D-24-C

*FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
REPAIRS or REMODELING.
FREE estimates Call 753-6123
Jan.-13-C
or 435-4651

a

Former Ivesident
pi
ays Key Role
.Moon Mission

HOUSEWIVES:
ATTENTION
Try Ledger & Times Office Supply Department for your office
Mending
type needs. Magic
Tape, pens, adhesives, felt-tip
markers, paper, desk calendars,
telephone address books, house- I
hold budget books and many
/1/
more items are available which
Ire well-suited for use in the
home. For instance, we have a
DOWNEY, Calif. - James M.
box of 500 check-axe envelopes Ross, formerly of Mayfield, is a
for only $3.30. Remember the member of the engineering team
place-The Ledger & Times Of- that will monitor the flight of tht
D-18-NC Apollo 8 spacecraft when it carfice Supply.
ries the first American astroOLD FASHIONED, home made nauts to the vicinity of the moon
brittle, fresh daily. 50r package. and back later this month.
Ross is an expert in the field
Phone 753-7520 for free delivery. Sponsored by UPC Youth of spacecraft environmental control.
He and other engineers of
Department.
North American Rockwell CorCARPET colors looking dim? poration Space Division will be
Bring 'em back-give 'em vim. stationed at monitoring facilities
at Houston, Texas, and Downey,
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric Calif.
shampooer $1. Tidwell's Paint
Under NASA contracts, the
D-21-C Space Division, headquartered at
Store.
Downey, builds both the Apollo
CLEAN carpets with ease. Blue spacecraft
command and serLustre makes the job a breeze. vice modules and the second
Rent electric shampooer $1. stage of the giant Saturn V veD-21-C hicle that will boost the spaceWestern Auto Store.
craft toward the moon.
FORD-FERGUSON Tractor. ExSpace Division specialists at
cellent condition. With new the Mission Control Center at
blade, new five foot bush hog Houston and at North American
and one row cultivator. Call Rockwell in Downdy will mainround-the-clock telecom753-6210
D-I8-C tain
munications contact with the
35 WEANING PIGS. Phone spacecraft during the flight to
753-4904.
D-184 make sure that performance of
the various systems is satisfaCorduroy
LOVELY
afpas. ctory. Each member of the team
Phone 753.3616.
D-23-C is an expert in the operation of
a particular system or subsysCHILDS ANTIQUE maple roll- tem. In *rise of any malfunctop desk with swivel chair. tion, they*ill determine the correfinished. Excellent rective acticuytebe taken.
Newly
condition. $50.00. Phone 753
Ross is supervisor of envi1/19-C ronmental control system re6686.
at the Space Division.
quirements
OLIVER 60 Tractor and 12 foot
Apollo 8 flight he will
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00. During the
be monitoring and evaluating the
Phone 436-5444.
TFC performance of
the environBEAUTIFUL CINNAMON brown mental control system in the
miniature AKC poodle, male,
5 months old, shots, outstanding, $75.00. Phone 753-2234 a. m.
or after 6:00 p. m.
D-19-C

THREE-BEDROOM
brick on
Sig Brother
Drive, large den,
FT. LEWIS, Wash. (Um)._ Keeneland
Big Brother was watching Pvt. two ceramic baths, utility, out
Duane Lively, Fremont. Neb., side storage, patio, carpeted,
as he underwent basic training central heat and air. Transfer
able 81. VA loan. Phone 753at this Army base.
D-19-P
'The private's brother is Sgt. 6803.
oeorge Lively, who recently
PIANO
HOME:
NEEDS
We'll
returned from Korea and w
assigned as a combat instruc transfer this lovely spinet to
tor of Duane Lively's company. responsible party. You can save
over $300 00 by assuming small
• • •
payment contract. Write before
It takes almost two years to we send truck. Home Office,
apply a 40-ton coat of paint to Joplin Piano, Joplin, Mo.
the 1,056-foot Eiffel Tower in
D-19-P
Paris.
WENMARANER puppies, AKC
litter, 1 male, 2 female. Phone
753-4847.
D-19-C

VENEZUELA
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'Quickie TV'
Heavy New Year
Hobby Hobbled
NEW YORK (UPI) - A
SAFFRON WALDEN, Eng- Greetings in Japan
all, mobile ground station- land
TOKYO I UPI i - Japanese
I UPD -Railway enthusian electronics-stuffed hut and
ast Gerald Pagano gave up the will send 1.55 billion New
a 16-foot antenna-was assem- Idea
of buying the last steam Year's greetings this year, an
bled in five weeks and shipped
locomotive to run on British increase of 5 per cent over last,
within 24 hours aboard ont Railway
when told it would according to the Postal and
cargo plane by Hughes Aircraft cost him
5.000 pounds ($12,- Telecommunications Ministry.
Company to provide live teleThe cards are a headache
000) to have it put on the line
vision coverage of the Pope's
and towed 200 miles to his for the Ministry. In last year's
visit to Bogota, Colombia.
home. Columbia Pictures, New Year's season, more than
which now owns the locomo- 40 million New Year cards did
Chri strnas.
When Apollo 8's three-man as- tive, had offered to sell it to not reach their destinations betronaut cress lands in the Pacific him for 1.700 pounds $4.080). cause of unreadable handwritOcean it will bring to a concluten addresses.
sion a history-making mission
spanning approximately seven
South Pasadena, at 3,4
When the eight-story YMCA
days and more than half a million miles. Although it will not square miles, is the smallest was opened in 1908 it dominated the Los Angeles skyline.
be the longest trip by American city in areain California.
astronauts as far as time in
space is concerned, it will be
spacecraft. This system pro- by far the deepest manned peneAnsrweqo Yesterday's Punkt
vides a controlled environment, tration of space.
including
OM NO20 000
the
proper heat,
ACROSS
3-Recent
000 MR00 01400
cooling, pressure, oxygen supply
4-Periods
of
time
000000
0E,7
and hot and cold water. He will
1 Sheets of glass
5 Band worn
EOM UPO ORO
be stationed at Houston.
6-Europeans
around waist
POMO
mom
000
Regarding his part in the Apollo
11 PKture taking
6-Vegetable (pl )
moo Imo ono
device
program, Ross said: "Having
7 Leave out
DIIOf700[Jai r101
12-Egg
dish
spent nearly seven years on the
8-Oblivion
000 ORM 000
14 Symbol for
Apollo program as environmen9 Spanish article
U000 000 OMMO
silver
tal control systems supervisor
10-A week
BOO
000 WOM
15 Existed
and engineer, I feel that I have
11-Headgear
3R M00 0100000
16 Small bird
played an important part in the
13 River boat
0000 Mal00 000
17 Greek letter
environmental control systems
EMU 000N OOM
19 Marry
18 Church bench
development. The program is the
21 Silkworm
20 Covering of
most significant space venture
22
Anger
ship's bottom
33 Aeriform fluid
48-Girl's nickname
for some time to come."
24 Rodent
and sides
37 Uncooked
49-Prefix: distant Ross is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
27 Crowd
23 Teutonic deity
40 Limb
50- Rocky hills
28 Surpassed
Chester F. Ross of 822 W. Lee
25 Football
42 National Educa
51 Paradise
29 100,000 rupees
position (abbr )
tion Association
53-Monster
St.,
Mayfield.
He attended
30 Treats as an
(abbr )
54 Pedal digit
26 Silkworm
Mayfield High School. He was
object of great
43-Openwork fabric
58-Greek letter
27-Large medal
graduated from the University
interest
45 Upper floors of
61
Preposition
32-Urge on
of Miami with a Bachelor of
31 Man's nickname
warehouse
63-Prefix: not
34Beast
Science degree in aeronautical
35 Siamese native
8
5 ' 6
9
10 xd,
3
7
4
2
NP• 1
engineering.
36 Organ of hearing
Ross and his wife, Judy, live
38-Exclamation
: •••:17
11
13
at 509 Green Lane, Redon39-Bachelor of Civil
do Beach, Calif.
Law (abbe )
14
'.:.::15
TO MONITOR MOON FLIGHT
41 Anything not
A
subject to
19 0''•''
,
18
20
21
72
The Apollo 8 flight will be the - James M Ross, formerly of
change (pl
44 Lamprey
,..•. A
first manned flight in which the Mayfield, is a member of the
25
23 2.
4. .. .•.-7.-:-:.
r..:
:::
26
...
-'-'- ......;,•;
46-Compass point
Saturn V will be the launch ve- engineering team that will
27
28
monitor
29
30
the
33
31
,
47-Pronoun
31
flight
of
the
Apollo
hicle. The 36-story tall rocket,
48 Transfer for a
the free world's largest, will be 8 spacecraft when it carries the
37 ':Vr
.".:': 16
:
P38
%...
consideration
launched from NASA's Kennedy first American astronauts to the
52 Small child
,:".,•.,
Space Center off the east coastof vicinity of the moon and back.
55 Paid notice
AO .t''
Al
39
43
42
'':
56 Persian hat
Ross is an environmental
Florida.
57-Poem
i . 47
45 ,.•-. e46
The Apollo 8 mission will be control system expert at the
:
•
X,
44
1:.:4
59 Proceed
•:•:• •:':':'
....:'
the first U.S. manned flight to Space Division of North
V.:*
60 Irrnate
49
la
52 53 4:5:11
iO il
the vicinity of the moon. Plan- American
62 Retreat
Rockwell
ned for launch December 21, the
64 Portions of
55
58 •.•.• 59
medicine
Apollo 8 is scheduled to reach Corporation, builder of the
'•.• •
'..'.
A
Apollo
66
Trap
spacecraft command
"';'(;'.
the moon on December 24, make
i ...... 62
61
60
63
10 revolotions about that body and service modules and the
164
over a 20-hour period, then be- second stage of the Saturn V
65
1 -Boy attendant
0:
''..'.
.':s
en its return to earth on launch vehicle.
r:°:,•::.

Si DEAD A Pan American
World Airways jet airliner
flying from New York to
Caracas. Venezuela, crashed
into the Caribbean Sea 16
miles off the Venezuelan
coast following an explosion.
All 51 persona aboard were
killed. Shown is the jet's
captain, Sidney E. Stillwaugh
of West Islip, N.Y.

414 eF0-

Si
0

20 PIGS. Call Larry Wisehart'
753-8875.
D-20-C
WOOD. $7.00 a rick. Phone
Benton 3548228.
D-20-P
Phone
ITC

FOR RENT OR LEASE
AVAILABLE JANUARY I

PIGS, weaned, wormed and ready to go. Phone 753-2707.
D-20-C

Building and lot, suitable for many uses. Presently used by Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Nice living quarters upstairs, lots of room down-

High and Low
BOSTON 1UP! -- A survey
reports that the lowest paid
teacher at the secondary level
is also usually the youngestthe English teacher He averages 30 4 years old and earns
$7,191 annually.
The highest paid and the
oldest, or the high school teachers are trade and industrial inttructors They average $8,693
annually and are 45.5 years
old.

Murray, Ky. Phone, days, 753-1372, nights 436DI7,111
5483

WELL, AAYRNA!

AND HAVEN'T you GOT A NICE
BIG KUL FOR YOUR LI'L
"NEPHEW SLATS - r..
"AUNTIE'72 ,
.1
1

H-D-20-C

2, one-year-old hams.
435-4362.

stairs. can be used for office space. Living quarters, storage, etc. Convenient location. Lots of
parking area. Runs from 4th to 5th on Fflm St.
If interested, see Grayson McClure, Box 362,

YOU'RE WOKING
GUILTY- BUT

E I THEP. YOU CASH IN No/ STOCK
ORGANS - BALDWIN CERTIFICATE --ALL LEGALLY
Pianos; Guitars; Motorola Qua- EXECUTED-OR
I'LL_ CALL
sar color TV; Band instruments; IN THE -AUTHORITIES!!
Stereo consoles. Stereo compon- WHICH WILL IT BE ??
ents. 8 track car or home tape,
8 track tapes; Records, Tape
Recorders, mono or stereo. Lohardo Piano Co., "Your corn
music
plate
store"
across from post office, Paris,
Tennessee . . . open 8 a. m. to
8 p. m. every nite 'til Christ-

--

2 tl

1411111wn.
•••••••••",

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
LITTLE DOES THE 0-4IEF CUSTODIAN REALIZE THAT
THE GENERAL HAS ClUrTE A FEW ViSITORS---

•/0" IS A NASHuNAL
SHRINE,GEN'RAL- BUT
.s0V- NOBODY COMES
TO VISIT
'---

spair4 saeesSISSIMEMEMENNI

AND TWO
IN

-r-}-E

BUSHES

atei
frogozzarr'n-'"'"7

Crua_

1

•

(
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
For TURKEYS, HAMS, HENS , DUCKS, CAPONS, COUNTRY HAMS,
FRESH PORK HAMS, AND SHOULDERS SO YOU WILL BE SURE
OYSTERS FOR
OF THE SIZE YOU WANT. WE HAVE FRESH
YOUR DRESSING.

.
4
3

•

ARMOUR

PIRST CUT

PORK

I

OUR OWN MAKE

PURE

PORK

16 to 20 lb. avg.

ARMOUR ALL MEAT

FIELD NO. 1 SLICED

CENTER CUT

WIENERS

BACON
590

HAM

12 oz
pkg.

pbg

9%
SLICES
$1.09

R
BROTHER

BAKERS
ANGEL FLAKE

•••

INSTANT

•••
••••
•••

59,
FLOUR

a•gers
i tx COFFEE
100.).r.$1.29
PRODUCE

"3
can

CELERY

10C

PRIDE OF ILL. CREAM

GREEN PEAS
..49c

CORN

ORANGES

DOZEN

1 lb. box

OLIVES

KILO

3:boxes 29 2

10C

6 oz. bag

RADISHES

c
2 lbs.25

POTATOES

Speod Watpflev ChAA4tly10

•
•
• •
•
•

ft*.r

NAk 44,1;1
0
.41
...aid
:Aar

!bk

SHORTENE

59

+
-I/44k • ,

4iFf.

S

SHANK
PORTION
lb

BUTT
•
PORTION

•- 49c

303 can

SOLID PAK

OLEO

SUGAR
1 lb. 35
boxes

59c

•

2 u 290

2 ms.

MARTHA WHITE

CAKE
BOX

PET RITZ

3 89c
Ur

FROSTY ACRES
10 oz

PET RITZ

PE SEW

2 in Ow,

FH(CT`r• ArRES

ORANGE SLICES &
CHOC. DROP
CANDY

FROZEN FOODS
STIAVIEMES

OLD FASHION

nowdrift

TENNESSEE SWEET

HAM

3" 89c

GODCHAUX
WHITE POWDERED

3 oz

39'

FRESH RED

FIELD FULLY COOKED

P ineapple /Gtopeftu it

39c GREEN BEANs

t ARGE -WHITE HE

CAULIROWER

••

Pineapple/Orange

DRINK

MIX

250

, PAIY_ LIMAS
FROSTY

10 oz pkg

ACRES

KAMM PEAS

10 oz pkg

FROSTY ACRES WHOLE
10 oz pkg

FOOD MARKET

FRUIT CAKE
lb.

ORIWOWO

PocaVAWA)V4110firmv4wOOVIIIVAIVICAVOWOOMVAINAIMII
coo

Roy. Sam D
Methodist C
alized recent
ten days.

In tho Bullel

GERBER

(Continuo

STRAINED

990

BABY
FOOD

WEATII

Ur silted I',

by unoted P

3 w 21c
BALLARD
or
PILLSBURY

/14 Partly to
**mostly in the
.y cloudy t,
20s to uppe
Friday and

BISCUITS
8 oz cans

WE WILL BE

CLOSED
CHRISTMAS

F49 14
ki 49c k

HARVEST PRIDE

FRESH DAILY: BOILED CUSTARD & EGG NOG
816 ASSORTMENT: XMAS TREES, CANDY & NUTS

t`lin*fa*AIWA VOI)

i

DEL MONTE CUT

614 oz.
lb. bag

25t

DEL MONTE

35c

ASST. FLAVORS

29c

FRESH TEXAS

CARROTS

303
can

HAASE STUFFED

FLORIDA JUICY

•

8 oz. cans

DELM3NTE •

HI HO CRACKERS
STALK

•••

SAUCE2
/
29

SUNSHINE

FRESH CRISPY

6pkg.
oz

OCEAN SPRAY
CRANBERRY

5 lb. bag.

GOLD MEDAL

FOLGERS

CHIPS

oz
pkg

390

t
in

• Niassio•""
r

BAKERS SEMI SWEET
CHOCOLATE

COCONUT
350

•

h. Keintucky
his recipe f4
ear.
—
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,4ree from all
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short, see ti
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and have th
clean as whe
from the gr.,
Time.
Divide eact
into 30 or 3
mach one e3
I Divide that ir
Do not try
year's batch
(many spoil
way), but pre
time, as folk
‘
1
e
s
Into each
.
parts of fait
, - ience, ten of
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len( and so !
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ness, unselfi.
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YEAR is a c
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their childrer
the following
interest:"
LOVE—in at
WARMTH-0
UNDERSTA1S
problems
FORGIVENE
, gressions
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every day
LISITEGRITYLAUGHTERthem
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LB.

FRUIT

*AN

lb.

lb.

T-BONE $IJEAK

U.S. CHOICE

A

GOLD BAND GRADE A

gni, TURKEYS
490 SAUSAGE JA•

LEAN MEATY

CHOPS
3

11.
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wpm)vnilviewizotAVftpoem%

Kentucky
up 0.1; beim
1.2.
Barkley L
stationary; I
down 0.7.
Sunrise 7:1
Moon rose

